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The objective of this research is to develop a methodology that enables 
determination of how power routers impact the electric power system and electricity 
markets. A power router is a power electronics-based device that enables control of real 
power flows in a transmission system. Power router technology is maturing to the point 
of becoming a cost-effective enabler of increased flexibility in transmission control and 
transmission asset utilization. Power routers can enable a desirable increase in control of 
power systems, especially as infrastructure ages and degrades. 
This dissertation presents a formal extension to the traditional security-
constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF) algorithm called the flexible security-
constrained optimal power flow (FSCOPF). Simulation results show operating costs are 
lower using the FSCOPF dispatch compared to the SCOPF dispatch. Cost savings are due 
to a reduction in congestion present within the power system during the pre-contingency 
and post-contingency timeframes. The FSCOPF algorithm is used to analyze the 
electricity market impact of power routers dispatched as a real-time resource.  Then a 
power router application is explored using the FSCOPF algorithm to analyze the impact 
of power routers on reducing the curtailment of renewable energy resources due to 
transmission bottlenecks. Finally, the economic analysis of power router impact guides 
the development of an outline for a merchant power routing framework. Merchant power 
routing defines how power router owners are able to create revenue within the existing 









1.1 Motivation for Power Routers 
A power router (PR) is a power electronics-enabled transmission asset connected 
in series with a transmission line to alter the power flowing through the various 
transmission elements of the power system. Power flows are determined by physical laws 
of the power system such as Kirchoff’s Current Law and Kirchoff’s Voltage Law. 
Traditionally, power flows are mostly a function of generator setpoints, the location of 
the loads, and the transmission line parameters, in particular, the reactance. Using a 
simple system seen in Figure 1-1, the distribution of power flows can be observed using 
linearized power flows, also known as DC power flow. There are two parallel paths 
between the generator and load. One path is directly between bus 1 and bus 3, which has 
an impedance of .1 pu and another path from bus 1 to bus 2 to bus 3 has an impedance of 
.2 pu. The path between bus 1 and bus 3 transmits more power from the generator to the 
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Figure 1-1. Distribution of power flows in a simple system. 
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The natural distribution of power flows proves to be a problem when a beneficial 
generator is constrained by a single transmission line to the load. This can be seen in 
Figure 1-2, again using the simple system. Let us assume that, for this simple system, 
generator 1 is less expensive, hence, it is desirable to produce more power with that 
generator. It is advantageous to run the generator at a higher setpoint, but the 
transmission line between bus 1 and bus 3 hits its limit, constraining the output of the 
generator. There is capability to handle more power flow in the other path, which is not at 
its limit. Because power flows cannot be controlled, the transmission line between bus 1 
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Figure 1-2. Generator production being constrained by transmission line limit. 
 
PRs enable power flow control so that the transmission system becomes more 
flexible. PRs do not create an independent corridor for power flows like a DC 
transmission line instead, PRs divert power flows to alternate transmission lines that are 
parallel to the transmission line on which the PR is located. PRs achieve control of power 
flows by modifying the impedance of the transmission line either directly by adding 
impedance or indirectly by injecting a voltage in series with the transmission line. The 
PR’s interaction with the distribution of power flows can be seen in Figure 1-3. There is a 
PR located on the transmission line between bus 1 and bus 3, which is modifying the 
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apparent impedance so that more total power can be transferred from the generator to the 
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Figure 1-3. PR interaction with the distribution of power flows. 
 
PRs have the ability to allow for beneficial generators to increase their dispatch. 
This creates financial value to the power system in the form of a reduction to the system’s 
operating cost when beneficial generators are low-cost generators in the power system. 
The PR’s interaction also impacts other aspects of market operation such as locational 
marginal prices (LMP), which is explored later in this dissertation. 
Phase shifting transformers (PST) and unified power flow controllers (UPFC) are 
examples of proven technologies that enable power routing [1]–[7]. Both of these devices 
that enable power routing have been used over the past several decades for special 
applications in the bulk power system such as limiting regional loop flows. Regional loop 
flows are phenomena that exists within large power systems in which a large amount of 
power travels through an indirect path. Regional loop flows cause additional losses and 
congestion in the power system. PRs, such as distributed series impedance (DSI) and the 
fractionally rated back-to-back (FR-BTB) converter, are in development that enable PRs 
to be dispatched as a real-time power system resource [8]–[12]. These PRs require a 
relatively low investment cost compared to the UPFC but have the fast response of a 
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power electronics based device. The ability for power systems to be dispatched using PRs 
creates operating cost savings and impacts normal market operation. 
PRs are currently beginning to be deployed in power systems within the United 
States. Adoption of PRs into the power system has been slow due to a lack of experience 
with PRs in power system operations. Power system operators are hesitant about 
integrating PRs because they are an unproven technology at high voltage, and possible 
interruption of normal power system operations due to the PR is costly. Therefore, PR 
investors have pursued initial applications that have minimal impact on the power 
system. One of the first accepted applications of PRs in power system operation was into 
remedial action schemes (RAS). Remedial action schemes are non-critical. Thus, if the 
device does not function properly, there are other actions that can be taken to remedy the 
situation. Applications, such as integration into RAS, allow for system operators to grow 
comfortable with PRs and allow for PRs to be deployed on a more broad scale throughout 
power systems. Power system operator’s growing comfort with PRs also enables the best 
value proposition for PRs, which is routing real-time active power flows. Routing real-
time active power flows to alleviate congestion in a power system has the potential to 
save money for market participants.  
Placement of PRs is an important consideration for the analysis of PR impact on 
the power system [13]–[15]. PR placement is a two-fold problem in that the location can 
be varied (i.e., the PR can be placed on different branches of the power system) and the 
rating of the PR can be varied (i.e., the PR can control 10MW or 20MW of power flow). 
Most PR placement optimizations in the literature focus on increasing the loading of the 
power system, which is a metric that may not correlate to the placement of a PR that 
optimizes the economics of the power system. Understanding gained from this 
dissertation can provide a better metric for PR placement. 
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1.2 Dissertation Objectives 
The objectives of this dissertation research are listed below. 
• Model power routers in a power system 
• Incorporate power routers into power system dispatch 
• Analyze power router impact on power system economics 
• Analyze power router impact on curtailment of renewable energies 




POWER ROUTER BACKGROUND 
 
There are several technologies utilized for power routing including phase shifting 
transformers (PST), unified power flow controllers (UPFC), distributed series impedance 
(DSI) devices, and fractionally-rated back-to-back (FR-BTB) converters. The first 
sections of this chapter describe these power routing technologies in detail. Their 
advantages and limitations are discussed with respect to integration into power systems. 
After the detailed description of power routing technology, a generalized mathematical 
model for power routers (PR) is developed so that PRs can be modelled for power system 
analysis. In the next section, power system dispatch is introduced to give an overview of 
how generator setpoints are determined and how PRs fit into real-time dispatch. Another 
application for PRs, remedial action schemes (RAS), is discussed in the proceeding 
section. RAS is introduced and PRs role within RAS is outlined. The final section of this 
chapter discusses existing work on PR placement. Placement of the PR within the power 
system is significant for producing desirable results for various PR applications. 
2.1 Phase Shifting Transformer 
PSTs are a proven technology used to control active power flows that form 
regional loop flows [3], [16], [17]. PSTs are mechanical devices that are slow to operate 
and must undergo maintenance after a set number of operations. The application of 
controlling regional loop flows typically does not require a fast timescale of operation 
because regional loop flows are caused by dispatch schedules which are determined at a 
larger timescale [18]. PSTs have not been used to improve real-time power system 
economics because their tap movements are limited, which introduces additional 
complexity into the real-time optimization problem. 
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Figure 2-1 shows a traditional topology of the PST. The taps in the shunt 
transformer control the amount of phase angle injected in series with the transmission 
line and, thus, control the change in active power flow through the transmission line. An 
upgrade to the traditional PST is to replace the mechanical taps in the shunt transformer 
with thyristor controlled switches; the upgraded device is known as a TCPST [19], [20]. 
The thyristors enable the TCPST’s setpoint to be changed faster and to remove the 
mechanical nature of the device. The TCPST has thyristor control problems, which have 
led to it not becoming widespread in power systems for active power flow control [20]. 
 
Figure 2-1. Phase shifting transformer topology [21]. 
 
2.2 Unified Power Flow Controller 
Flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) based PRs were introduced in the late 
80’s and include the UPFC [4], [6], [7]. The UPFC is a complex PR, seen in Figure 2-2. 
Its components include a series transformer, a shunt transformer, two inverters, and a DC 
link. All components must be rated to handle transmission power levels, 100s of MVA, 
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which results in a high cost for the entire UPFC. Despite the high cost, the UPFC is the 
most flexible PR due to its ability to control large ranges of active and reactive power by 
injecting both voltage and current to a transmission line.  
 
Figure 2-2. Unified power flow controller topology. 
 
The complexity and high cost of the UPFC has limited its installation in power 
systems [5]. Despite its large power flow control range, the UPFC is not economically 
feasible to control real-time active power flows because it is difficult for the system cost 
savings to overcome the cost of the UPFC.  
Space is a secondary concern with regards to the UPFC. All of the UPFC 
components take up a large amount of physical space, which can represent a high 
proportion of the total space used within a substation. For this reason, the installation of 
the UPFC can be limited to substations with a large footprint, or to areas in which extra 
land can be obtained for the installation of the UPFC. 
2.3 Distributed Series Impedance 
DSIs are a group of PRs that use impedance modules attached directly to 
transmission lines to control power flows, seen in Figure 2-3 [22]. In its simplest form, 
these modules only add reactance to a transmission line and are known as distributed 
series reactance (DSR). DSI modules can increase and decrease the reactance of the 
transmission line, which changes the active power flow through the transmission line. 
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This technology offers the smallest range of power flow control in this group of 
technologies discussed in this dissertation, but they are simple and the least expensive 
[23]. 
More sophisticated DSI devices are remotely controlled and can be installed on 
existing transmission lines without disrupting operation. DSIs have been implemented in 
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) system as a part of their remedial action schemes 
at the time of this writing [8]. 
 
Figure 2-3. Smart Wire Grid DSI Devices [24]. 
 
DSIs represent the most developed power routing technology, in the sense that the 
devices have reached market. Most other PRs are still in development whereas DSIs are 
currently available for sale. Smart Wire Grid (SWG) is a start-up company whose main 
product is based on DSI technology. SWG has done a large amount of work exploring 
PR applications to increase the penetration of PRs in power systems. Once PRs have 
been proven in the power systems they are installed, the applications for which the PRs 
are used can become more impactful. Capabilities that SWG tout are use of DSIs 
within remedial action schemes, delay of transmission expansion, and dispatch of 
resources to alleviate congestion in a power system.  
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2.4 Fractionally Rated Back-to-Back Converter 
The FR-BTB converter is a PR technology that has a medium-sized power flow 
operating range when compared to the PST and UPFC, but has a lower cost through the 
use of fractionally rated components [9], [12]. The FR-BTB converter injects a voltage 
magnitude and phase in series with a transmission line through the use of a back-to-back 
converter. The back-to-back converter is rated to handle a fraction of the transmission 
voltage through the use of an autotransformer but handles the full current of the 
transmission line. This topology allows for the rating of the actual power electronic 
components to be less than if the converter experienced the full voltage and current of the 
transmission line, which results in converter cost savings. The voltage injection by the 
FR-BTB converter allows for active power flow control. The use of low-cost power flow 
routing has the potential of saving billions of dollars in delaying transmission build out 
[25].  
 
Figure 2-4. One phase of a fractionally rated back-to-back converter [10]. 
 
The power electronics nature of the FR-BTB converter allows for a fast-response, 
meaning that the PR is not limited to static operation [11]. These PRs have a sub-cycle 
response with no wear on the device. The fractionally rated topology of the FR-BTB 
converter allows scaling to the transmission domain while maintaining a relatively low 
cost when compared to the UPFC. Scaling is feasible because power electronic 
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components are exposed to transmission-level currents but only a fraction of 
transmission-level voltages. 
The FR-BTB topology is being developed at Georgia Tech out of Dr. Deepak 
Divan’s power electronics lab. The technology has the benefit of being integrated with 
the transformer to match the size of a substation transformer. The power electronics 
components could also be added onto an existing transformer, if the proper taps are 
available on the existing transformer. The FR-BTB has the capability of being moved. 
This is important as the power system is constantly changing to accommodate new loads, 
new technologies, and new operating paradigms.  
2.5 Generalized Power Router Operation 
Most power routing technologies inject a voltage magnitude and phase in series 
with a transmission line, seen in Figure 2-5 as phasor Vc. Phasor Vc creates a voltage 
difference from phasor V1, resulting in the new phasor Vout. Phasor Vout and phasor V2 are 
now the effective voltages seen on both ends of the transmission line. Because phasor Vout 
is a function of the injected voltage Vc, the PR has an impact on the voltage difference 
across the transmission line. Ultimately, the voltage difference across the transmission 
line controls how much power flows through it. For the purposes of electricity market 
analysis, only the voltage phase injection component is considered. The voltage phase 
injection has more of an influence on the active power flows in a high voltage power 
system than does the voltage magnitude injection. This simplification is appropriate 
because active power trading makes up a large portion of real-time and day-ahead 
electricity markets. Tools that integrate PR control into conventional algorithms, like the 
flexible security-constrained optimal power flow (FSCOPF) in this dissertation, are 
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Figure 2-5. Voltage magnitude and phase injection to enable power flow routing [9]. 
 
The DSI devices are the only device that has been mentioned above that does not 
inject a voltage in series with a transmission line. DSIs change the impedance of the 
transmission line. The change in impedance of the transmission line changes the power 
flowing through the transmission line. For the DSI devices to fit into this generalized 
model, their change in impedance can be transformed to a change in voltage injected. 
2.6 Power System Dispatch 
With PRs, PST capabilities can now be provided in a much faster timeframe, and 
UPFC capabilities can be provided at a lower cost. PRs are becoming more viable and 
can be used for real-time dispatch. When integrating PRs into the power system, using 
them to further optimize the system potentially represents the largest monetary benefit. 
PRs can be utilized not only as an additional control in power system dispatch, but also as 
a corrective capability due to their fast response time to react to contingency situations. 
PRs decrease the operating cost of the power system when operated in the pre-
contingency state and further reduce the operating cost when operated in the post-
contingency state as a corrective capability [26]–[28]. 
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There is an existing body of literature that explores the impact of PRs on power 
system dispatch. The first related body of work integrates PR control into power system 
planning tools [29]. A portion of the work investigates the advantages of investing in 
various types of power routing technologies as a form of transmission expansion. The 
corrective security constrained optimal power flow algorithm is similar to the modified 
algorithm presented in this dissertation in that it utilizes PRs to ensure post-contingency 
security. However, their algorithm focuses on planning whereas mine focuses on real-
time operation. Another related body of work focuses on coordination of PRs to improve 
power system security [30]–[32]. Their work highlights the ability for PRs to increase 
transmission capability in the presence of wind power, discusses coordinated control of 
PRs to enhance system security, and establishes the flexibility PRs bring to the operation 
of a power system. Neither bodies of work explores how PRs impact the real-time 
dispatch, which has implications for all power system markets. 
Power system security refers to the ability of a power system to continue to 
operate safely under failure and disconnection of components following a disturbance, 
also known as an outage or a contingency [33]. The security-constrained optimal power 
flow (SCOPF) produces a real-time generation dispatch that is the lowest cost while 
satisfying security requirements, including no branch flow exceeding branch thermal 
limits [34]–[36].  
The SCOPF is an iterative algorithm shown in Figure 2-6 [37]. The first step is to 
initialize power system variables, such as generator active power setpoints. The 
optimization loop begins by first solving the power flow algorithm for the power system 
variables provided from the initialization or the previous optimization loop iteration. The 
solved power flow produces a valid power system state consisting of bus voltage 
magnitudes and angles. The state information is then used to calculate possible overloads 
in the pre-contingency and post-contingency timeframes. If a possible overload exists, the 
pre-contingency or post-contingency constraint is added to the optimization problem. The 
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optimization routine then determines generator active power setpoints that satisfy all 
constraints for the lowest cost of operation. These steps are repeated until the error 
converges to less than a threshold set by the user. The error is the maximum difference of 


















Figure 2-6. SCOPF algorithm flow diagram. 
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where Ci is the cost function of generator i, PGi is the active power output of generator i, 
Pxymin and Pxymax are the minimum and maximum thermal line limits respectively, PLi is 
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the active power load at bus i, Ploss is the magnitude of power system losses calculated 
from the AC power flow, and PGimin and PGimax are generator i minimum and maximum 
limits, respectively. PGi is the optimization variable in this formulation. The PTDF and 
OTDF terms will be described in more detail in the next section. 
Common SCOPF algorithms use linear programming (LP) optimization because 
LP optimization is fast, and a global minimum is guaranteed with proper formation of the 
LP problem [38], [39]. The objective function for the SCOPF is the operating cost of the 
power system; typically this is simplified to the cost of active power generation for each 
generator in the power system (1). The power balance equality constraint ensures that all 
power generated equals all power consumed (2). Thermal branch limit inequality 
constraints maintain safe operation of the transmission branches in the power system 
during the pre-contingency (3) and post-contingency (4) timeframes. Inequality 
constraints for each generator ensure the asset is protected (5). 
Sensitivities are used in the SCOPF algorithm to define the parameters of the 
inequality constraint expressions for the LP optimization problem. Two commonly used 
sensitivities are the power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) and the outage transfer 
distribution factor (OTDF) [37], [40].  PTDFs are used to define constraints on branches 
during the pre-contingency timeframe. OTDFs are used to define constraints on branches 
for the post-contingency timeframe. 
2.6.1 Power System Sensitivities 
The power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) estimates how a power transfer 
between two buses in the power system distributes through the power system during the 
pre-contingency timeframe. The change in bus voltage phase is determined by solving a 
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Using the change in bus voltage phase angles, the PTDF for individual branches can be 
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The PTDF provides information on how generators directly affect branch flows and can 
be used to ensure branch limits are not exceeded by constraining generator setpoints.  
The OTDF is equivalent to the PTDF but for the post-contingency timeframe. To 
calculate the OTDF, an intermediate distribution factor, the line outage distribution factor 
(LODF), needs to be calculated. The LODF estimates how a branch outage redistributes 









=  (8) 
 
Once the LODF is calculated it can be used in conjunction with the PTDF to estimate 
how flows distribute through a power system when there is a branch outage.  
xy,uvLODFuv,TPTDFxy,TPTDFxy,uv,TOTDF +=  (9) 
 
The first term of the OTDF accounts for a power transfer in the pre-contingency 
condition, and the second term accounts for flows due to the effect of a branch being out-
of-service. The OTDF defines how generators directly affect flows in transmission lines 
during contingency scenarios and ensures branch limits are not exceeded by constraining 
generator setpoints. Chapter 3 contains the derivation for similar sensitivities relating to 
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PR control. The PR sensitivities enable incorporation of PR control into the SCOPF 
optimization problem. 
2.7 Remedial Action Schemes 
Incorporating PRs into real-time dispatch represents a large power system 
operation paradigm shift for power system operators. Power system operators are tasked 
with operating the transmission system with very high rates of reliability and therefore 
must have absolute trust in the devices they are using. PRs are still an unproven 
technology in high voltage transmission. To facilitate introduction of PRs by building 
credibility with power system operators, PRs are integrated into RAS.  RAS allow PRs to 
build trust with power system operators without the risk of causing power system 
reliability issues. 
RAS is a list of control decisions an operator can make to alleviate a problem 
within the power system, typically after a contingency has occurred which was not 
considered for generator dispatch [41]–[43]. The control actions can include opening 
transmission lines, throttling specific generators, and now controlling PRs. 
For example, a contingency occurs in the power system which creates an overload 
on a transmission asset. The RAS for this contingency has multiple possible actions, 
including use of a PR to alleviate the overload by rerouting power flows around 
overloaded elements. The RAS does not rely upon PR operation because PR operation 
only provides an additional choice for power system operators to bring the power system 
back within the limits of operation. 
A tool has been developed that aggregates possible RAS options to provide the 
operator with a choice of actions to bring the power system back to a normal state [44], 
[45]. The tool calculates possible actions to a contingency in the power system, then 
presents the actions to the operator through a very user-friendly interface. The interface 
provides the operator with necessary information such as size of overload, detailed 
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actions operator can take, and size of flows after the action is taken. Currently, the tool 
focuses on transmission switching, but there are plans to integrate other corrective 
capability technologies, such as PRs, into the tool.  
Although RAS introduces PRs to power system operation, PRs may not maximize 
their return on investment through this application. PRs integrated into the RAS result in 
savings because the PR’s operation can remove contingencies from consideration within 
the dispatch tool. However, to fully realize PRs’ benefits, the impact of the PR on 
constraints within the real-time dispatch problem must be fully modelled. This 
coordinates generator setpoints with PRs to achieve an optimal dispatch. 
2.8 Power Router Placement within Power System 
As active power flow routing becomes an affordable and acceptable power system 
capability, it must be determined where to place PRs to obtain the best power system 
outcome. PR placement is a two-fold problem because both the branch on which the PR 
is located and the rating of the PR can be varied. Ideally, PRs should be placed in the 
power system where they are able to alleviate multiple branches of congestion, while 
being rated at the lowest possible value to properly alleviate congestion in multiple 
branches. The two goals typically work against each other because the farther the PR is 
located from a branch of congestion, the smaller the PR impact on the branch congestion. 
Thus, the PR needs to be rated higher to alleviate the same amount congestion as the PR 
is moved farther from the branch of congestion. PR placement must weigh the benefit of 
a large single PR that can alleviate multiple branches of congestion or multiple smaller 
PRs that alleviate a single branch of congestion [46]. The PR placement optimization 
objective function is critical to the operation goals of the PR [47]. Current placement 
optimization objective functions do not relate directly to electricity markets, but relate to 
system loadability or available transfer capability (ATC).  
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There is no established objective function for placement and rating of PRs that 
relates directly to electricity markets. This problem is made more complex in that there 
are many individuals (e.g., generators, load serving entities) in the power system which 
can be impacted differently by PRs. There are PR placement algorithms that define 
loadability as a power system metric that should be maximized [13], [48]–[50]. There are 
also PR placement algorithms that use available transfer capability as a metric to 
maximize [15], [51]–[53]. Both metrics do not correlate directly to lowering the operating 
cost of the power system. 
Instead of using loadability or ATC for the optimal placement of PRs, the analysis 
from this dissertation can be used to place PRs based on optimizing their impact on 
power system economics. Using results, an objective function can be formulated that 
places and rates PRs in the power system that provides maximum benefit to power 






FLEXIBLE SECURITY-CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL POWER FLOW 
 
In order to take advantage of the power router’s (PR) capability and operate the 
system optimally in real-time, a real-time dispatch algorithm that integrates PR control is 
needed. The real-time dispatch is the focus because there is a great potential for PRs to 
impact real-time locational marginal prices (LMP) [54]–[56]. First, a PR sensitivity is 
formulated based on the derivation for the power transfer distribution factor (PTDF), 
discussed in the previous chapter. The PR sensitivity approximates impact on power 
flows due to PR control. The sensitivity derivation is verified using an AC power flow to 
calculate the actual change in power flow caused by PRs. A DC PRDF is also derived to 
speed up calculation of the sensitivities for a better performing algorithm. The PR 
sensitivities are then integrated into the security-constrained optimal power flow 
(SCOPF) to create the flexible security constrained optimal power flow (FSCOPF). The 
operating paradigm of PRs in the power system using the FSCOPF dispatch is discussed 
to clarify the role of PRs in power system operations. Finally, the FSCOPF is used to 
produce real-time dispatch results.  
3.1 Power Router Sensitivity 
In order to capture the impact of PRs on the power system, a sensitivity is needed 
to relate PR operation to a change in branch power flows. This sensitivity is called the 
power router distribution factor (PRDF). This sensitivity calculates how much the power 
flow in each branch of the power system changes with respect to a phase angle injection 
due to the PR effect on an arbitrary branch. Another sensitivity needed for contingency 
situations is the power router outage distribution factor (PRODF). The PRODF calculates 
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how much the power flow in each branch of the power system changes with respect to a 
phase angle injected on an arbitrary branch when a specific line outage is considered. 
3.1.1 AC Power Router Sensitivity 
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The power flow through a branch is a function of 4 variables:  sending end voltage phase 
angle (θx), receiving end voltage phase angle (θy), sending end voltage magnitude (Vx), 
and receiving end voltage magnitude (Vy). When a PR is inserted in series with an 












xyP φθθφθθ  (11) 
 
This introduces the injected voltage phase (φij) and a ratio (tij), which is dependent on the 
voltage magnitude injected by the PR. In this dissertation, only a voltage phase injection 
is considered in order to focus on the routing of active power in power systems.  
When a voltage phase is injected along a transmission line, the state variables 
(i.e., voltage angles and magnitudes) of the power system change. This needs to be 
factored into the sensitivity, along with the actual change in voltage phase injected, if the 
transmission line has a PR. The change in state variables can be calculated by multiplying 
the Newton-Raphson Jacobian (12) with the partial derivative of each bus’s power 



















































































































































































































































































This matrix product represents how the state variables of the power system change with 
respect to a phase injection by an arbitrary PR in a power system. 
To calculate the partial derivative of each bus’s power injection with respect to 













PiP φ  (14) 
 
The first term represents the active power flow of all transmission lines with PRs from 
bus i to bus k. The second term represents the active power flow of all transmission lines 
without PRs from bus i to bus k. The third term represents any generation present at bus i. 
The fourth term represents the load present at bus i. The partial derivative with respect to 
a phase angle injected is then calculated. Since this variable only appears in branches 
connected to bus i with PRs, every term of (14) is 0 except for the first term. Actual load 
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and generator information is not required for calculation of these sensitivities because 
those factors are not reliant on the PR. With equations for power flows along branches 
and for power balance, a PR voltage phase injection can now be analyzed by how it 
changes the power system state variables.  
The relationship between a phase angle injected and the state variables of a 


























































































This results in the active power change in any branch with respect to how the branch’s 
state variables have changed. In most of the branches in the system, this term is enough to 
show how much the active power flow has changed. However, equation (15) does not 
account for the case where the PR is located on the branch of interest. Because of this, an 
additional term needs to be added to the first term to account for how the PR is 




































































































The second term is non-zero only when a PR is present on the branch of interest. 
This AC PFRDF estimates how much active power is flowing on any branch in 
the power system with respect to a phase angle injection from an arbitrary PR in the 
power system. The AC PFRDF is a PR sensitivity for the pre-contingency timeframe. To 
take advantage of PRs, a sensitivity is developed for how PRs behave during contingency 
situations. 
The PR sensitivity for post-contingency situations is called the AC power router 
outage distribution factor (PRODF). The calculation of the AC PRODF follows exactly 
the same as the AC PRDF except that the Newton-Raphson Jacobian matrix in (13) 
changes depending on the contingency being considered. The difference to the Newton-
Raphson Jacobian relates to how the admittance matrix changes due to the branch outage. 
As a final measure, the sensitivities derived are compared with AC analysis for an 
injected voltage phase in series with a transmission line. The 4-bus case, seen in Figure 4-
1, is used to verify the sensitivities. For the case of the AC PRDF, the sensitivity is 
calculated for a 1° phase injection on the PR on branch 1-4, shown visually in Figure 4-2 
as red text and numerically in Table 4-1. The blue text in Figure 4-2 represents the 
change in power flows as solved using AC analysis. The second column of Table 4-1 
represents calculated result of the AC PRDF. The third column represents the results of 
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an AC power flow simulation, and the final column shows the error between actual 















Figure 4-1. 4-bus system with a PR 
 
A similar approach is taken to confirm the accuracy of the AC PRODF using the 
4-bus case. The line experiencing outage is branch 2-4. The sensitivity is then calculated 
for a 1° phase injection on the PR on branch 1-4, shown visually in Figure 4-3 as red text 
and numerically in Table 4-2. The blue text in Figure 4-3 represents the change in power 
flows as solved using AC analysis. Again, the second column of Table 4-2 represents 
calculated result of the AC PRODF, the third column represents the results of an AC 
power flow simulation and the final columns shows the error between actual power flow 
and calculated power flow. 
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Figure 4-2. AC PRDF visualized (red) with the AC power flow solution (blue) for an 
injection of 1° on branch 1-4. 
 
 
Figure 4-3. AC PRODF visualized (red) with the AC power flow solution (blue) for an 




Table 4-1. Comparison of AC calculations and simulation results for the effect of a 
voltage phase injection. 
 





1-2 6.5456 6.5067 .59 
1-4 -6.5165 -6.507 .15 
2-3 2.1831 2.1738 .43 
2-4 4.3625 4.3333 .67 
3-4 2.1851 2.1729 .56 
 
Table 4-2. Comparison of AC calculations and simulation results for the effect of a 
voltage phase injection on a power system with an outage on branch 2-4. 
 





1-2 4.3734 4.3385 .80 
1-4 -4.3133 -4.3385 -.58 
2-3 4.3734 4.3385 .80 
2-4 0 0 - 
3-4 4.3703 4.3385 .73 
 
The errors seen for both sensitivities when compared to AC analysis for this 
system state are well within acceptable limits for use as constraints for power system 
algorithms [34], [57]–[59]. The errors seen for both sensitivities are dependent on the 
magnitude of phase injection, like all linear sensitivities. A higher change in voltage 
phase injection produces a higher error due to the nonlinearity of the power flow and 
power balance equations. Because these sensitivities are used in an iterative algorithm, 
the sensitivities are recalculated to estimate PR control around a specific setpoint so the 
inaccuracy of large changes in setpoints is eliminated. 
3.1.2 DC Power Router Sensitivity 
The AC PRDF is accurate but takes time to calculate, especially if the Jacobian 
must be recalculated for each post-contingency situation. This is important due to the 
iterative process of the SCOPF algorithm; the sensitivity calculations must be made as 
fast as possible. When speeding up calculations, accuracy is lost, but that is acceptable 
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for the SCOPF algorithm because of the iterative nature of the SCOPF algorithm. With 
each iteration the sensitivity is recalculated based on the power system state. 
The first step for calculating the DC PRDF is to determine how much the PR 
alters the active flow through the transmission line. This can be done numerically by 
calculating the change in flow with and without the phase angle injection. The magnitude 
that the PR changes the power flow can be represented as a virtual load and a virtual 
generator. 
 For example, if a transmission line has 5 MW flowing through it, as seen in 
Figure 4-4, 5 MW is flowing through the transmission line. If a PR is put onto this 
transmission line and sinks an additional 1 MW of active power flow in the direction of 
the existing 5 MW flow, this is represented as a virtual load of 1MW at bus 1 and a 
virtual generator at bus 2. Using this transformation of PR flow change into virtual power 
injections, the DC power flow can now be used to determine how the PR changes all 
voltage angles in the power system. 
 
Figure 4-4. Virtualized generator and load. 
 
The DC PRDF utilizes DC assumptions where all buses are at unity voltage, and 
line resistance is disregarded. This makes all voltage angle changes directly dependent on 
power injection changes. 
B'TΔθ =  (17) 
 
Using (17), the angle change can be calculated by multiplying the Βʹ matrix by the 
virtualized power injection vector of the PR, T. The change in power flowing along a 
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transmission line can be calculated by multiplying the branch susceptance by the angle 
difference between buses to which the transmission line is connected. 
)(' jiijBijP θθ −=∆  (18) 
 
Through the process of virtualizing the PR change in power flow and using (17) and (18), 
the PRDF is simplified using the DC assumption. 
To verify the derivation of the DC PRDF, using the 4-bus case, the sensitivity is 
calculated for a 1° phase injection on the PR on branch 1-4, shown visually in Figure 4-5 
as red text and numerically in Table 4-3. The blue text in Figure 4-5 represents the 
change in power flows as solved using AC analysis. The second column of Table 4-3 
represents the calculated result of the DC PRDF. The third column represents the results 
of an AC power flow simulation, and the final column shows the error between actual 
power flow and calculated power flow. 
The DC PRODF is calculated in a similar manner except the Βʹ matrix must be 
updated to account for branch outages. This simplifies the process of calculating the 
PRODF because the Newton Raphson Jacobian does not have to be recalculated for each 
contingency every iteration. 
A similar approach is taken to confirm the accuracy of the DC PRODF using the 
4-bus case. The line experiencing outage is branch 2-4. The sensitivity is then calculated 
for a 1° phase injection on the PR on branch 1-4, shown visually in Figure 4-6 as red text 
and numerically in Table 4-4. The blue text in Figure 4-6 represents the change in power 
flows as solved using AC analysis. Again, the second column of Table 4-4 represents 
calculated result of the DC PRODF, the third column represents the results of an AC 
power flow simulation and the final column shows the error between actual power flow 
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Figure 4-5. DC PRDF visualized (red) with the AC power flow solution (blue) for an 
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Figure 4-6. 4 AC PRODF visualized (red) with the AC power flow solution (blue) for an 
injection of 1° on branch 1-4 under branch contingency 2-4. 
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Table 4-3. Comparison of DC calculations and simulation results for the effect of a 
voltage phase injection on a power system. 
 





1-2 6.5244 6.5067 .27 
1-4 -6.5244 -6.507 .27 
2-3 2.1748 2.1738 .05 
2-4 4.3496 4.3333 .38 
3-4 2.1748 2.1729 .09 
 
Table 4-4. Comparison of DC calculations and simulation results for the effect of a 
voltage phase injection on a power system with an outage on branch 2-4. 
 





1-2 4.3489 4.3385 .24 
1-4 -4.3489 -4.3385 .24 
2-3 4.3489 4.3385 .24 
2-4 0 0 - 
3-4 4.3489 4.3385 .24 
 
3.2 Construction of the Optimization Problem 
The PR sensitivities can be formed into constraints for the SCOPF optimization 
problem. This is illustrated using a simple 4-bus case, shown in Figure 4-1. The branches 
are lossless, have the same reactance of .1 pu and have a thermal limit of 100 MW. There 
is a PR present on branch 1-4. The generator at bus 1 produces power at $10/MWh, while 
the generator at bus 3 produces power at $20/MWh. It is assumed that the PR can operate 
at no cost, because there is no real cost attached to changing the setpoint of the PR. The 
constraints for this example are the thermal limit of branch 1-4 during the pre-
contingency timeframe and during the post-contingency timeframe where there is an 
















Figure 4-7. Topology and state of the example 4-bus power system with an outage on 
branch 2-4. 
 
The PTDFs are visualized in Figure 4-8. The figure shows the PTDF for each 
individual branch subject to a 1MW power transfer from bus 1 to bus 4, in red and a 
1MW power transfer from bus 3 to bus 4, in blue. The PTDF shows that power flows 
distribute in a fashion that is determined by the system’s topology and system branch 
parameters. The PRDF is also visualized in Figure 4-8, shown in green for a 1° phase 
injection.  
To form the branch inequality constraints for the optimization problem, the 
PTDFs from all generators to the load are needed. The PTDF for each generator to the 
load bus is then multiplied by the active power output of the generator. The product 
approximately represents how much active power flows on a specific branch from that 
generator. Summing this product term for all generators in the system represents the total 
active power that flows on a specific branch. The branch inequality constraint for branch 
1-4 can be formed using the PTDFs shown in Figure 4-8. 
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.62 MW 2.19 MW
.38 MW
2.19 MW
1 MW  
Figure 4-8. PTDFs and PRDFs visualized on the 4-bus system. Red represents a transfer 
of 1MW from bus 1 to bus 4, blue represents a transfer of 1 MW from bus 3 to bus 4, and 
green represents how the power flows change with a 1° injection on the PR located on 
branch 1-4. 
 
Considering an outage on branch 2-4, Figure 4-9 shows the OTDF for all 
branches and a 1MW transfer from bus 1 to bus 4, shown in red, in addition to a 1MW 
transfer from bus 3 to bus 4, shown in blue. Also, the PRODFs are shown in green for a 





















.75 MW 4.37 MW
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1 MW  
Figure 4-9. OTDFs and PRODFs visualized on the 4-bus system considering an outage 
on branch 2-4. Red represents a transfer of 1MW from bus 1 to bus 4, blue represents a 
transfer of 1 MW from bus 3 to bus 4, and green represents how the power flows change 
with a 1° injection on the PR located on branch 1-4. 
 
The branch outage inequality constraints are formed in a similar manner to the 
branch inequality constraints. The OTDFs from each generator bus to load bus are 
required. The OTDF for branch 1-2 considering outage 2-4 can be formed using 
information in Figure 4-9. The branch outage inequality constraint for branch 1-4 
considering an outage on branch 2-4. 
limit325.175. ≤+ GPGP  (20) 
 
The SCOPF optimization problem can now be formed using the generator cost 
objective function, the power balance equation, the pre-contingency thermal limit for 
branch 1-4 in (19) and the post-contingency thermal limit, considering an outage on 
















To integrate PR control into the SCOPF algorithm, PR sensitivities must be 
incorporated into the branch constraints (19) and the branch outage constraints (20). 
Using the 4-bus system, the SCOPF constraints with PR control can be formed for the 
power system. The branch constraint is the same as (19) except for the addition of the 
phase angle injection control multiplied by the PRDF term. 
limit145.6313.162. ≤−+ φGPGP  (22) 
 
The branch outage constraint for branch 1-4 for a contingency on branch 2-4 is 
the same as (20) except for the addition of the phase angle injection control multiplied by 
the PRODF term. 
limit1432.4325.175. ≤−+ φGPGP  (23) 
 
The SCOPF optimization problem with PR control (24) is formed using the 
generator cost objective function, the power balance equation, the pre-contingency 
thermal limit incorporating the PR for branch 1-4 (22) and the post-contingency thermal 


















The SCOPF with PR control optimization problem in (24) incorporates the PR 
phase angle injection as part of the objective function and in the optimization constraints. 
The SCOPF with PR control allows for the objective function to be further optimized, 
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compared to the SCOPF, while obeying constraints that can now be modified by PR 
control. 
The modification of the optimization constraints can be seen in Figure 4-10 and 
Figure 4-11. The solid line in both figures represents the power balance equality 
constraint for the simple 4-bus case, Figure 4-1. The most optimal state of this system is 
for the entire system load to be satisfied by the low-cost generator located at bus 1. The 
dotted line in each figure represents the constraint with no PR, and the blue area 
represents the feasible region for this inequality constraint. The dashed line shows how 
the constraint changes with respect to a PR a phase injection of 3 degrees, and both 
shaded areas represent the feasible region for this inequality constraint.  
In Figure 4-10, the constraint for the pre-contingency timeframe with no PR, 
dotted line, does not prevent the optimal solution from being achieved because it is 
within the constraint’s feasible region, blue area. If this constraint did prevent the optimal 
solution, the constraint could be modified by use of the PR to shift the constraint. The 
modified constraint for a phase injection of 3 degrees is represented by the dashed line, 
and its feasible region is green and blue. 
In Figure 4-11, the constraint for the post-contingency timeframe, considering 
branch 2-4 outage, with no PR (dotted line) does prevent the optimal solution for the 
SCOPF. In this case, the PR can be used to shift the constraint to allow for the optimal 
solution to be achieved. The dashed line represents a phase injection of 3 degrees and its 
feasible region is green and blue.  
Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 show the impact of the PR on the branch constraints 
for branch 1-2. This example focused on the branch constraint for branch 1-2 because it is 
the heaviest loaded branch in the power system. When considering branch constraints for 
all branches in the system, the PR may not shift the constraints in favorable ways. 
Including these modified PR sensitivities into the optimization problem enables PR 
control to produce a more optimal power system state.  
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Figure 4-10. Generator setpoints (solid line) and pre-contingency constraints for branch 
1-4 without a PR (dotted line) and with a PR phase injection of 3 degrees (dashed line). 
 
Figure 4-11. Generator setpoints (solid line) and post-contingency constraints, 
considering branch 2-4 outage, for branch 1-4 without a PR (dotted line) and with a PR 





























The FSCOPF takes advantage of the fast-response of PRs by allowing their 
setpoint to change quickly in reaction to a contingency, adding additional control to the 
optimization, and enabling corrective capability. It is assumed that the power system is 
able to remain operational during the period of time it takes to detect a contingency and 
to dispatch a new PR setpoint from a central control center. Now each PR has one control 
to for the pre-contingency state and one additional control for each post-contingency state 
considered.  
Using the 4-bus example, this independence between pre-contingency setpoint 
and post-contingency setpoint means that the voltage phase injection, φ14, for (22) and 
(23) can be separate and independent values. This adds another control φ14,Ο24, which 





















This allows for the PR phase injection to achieve a larger set of solutions for satisfying 
security requirements.  
In practice, a dispatch cycle calculates all possible pre-contingency and post-
contingency setpoints for all PRs. If a contingency is detected by the control center 
between dispatch cycles, the control center immediately re-dispatches PRs with the 
correct setpoint that was calculated during the current dispatch cycle. 
3.3 Calculation of Power System Metrics 
Power system economics is evaluated based on generator operating cost, 
generator revenue, generator profit, and load cost. These metrics summarize the impact 
on market participants and overall market operation in general. 
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Generator operating cost is the main driver to power system economics. It is the 
sum of all generator costs required to meet system demand and system losses. Typically, 
this is the metric that is minimized for generator dispatch. The total system operating cost 
is the product of a generator’s cost function with its dispatched setpoint. 
The calculation of the remaining power system metrics requires locational 
marginal prices (LMP). The LMP is a price calculated in real-time dispatch that 
represents the cost of consuming one additional MW at a particular bus. The LMP is 
composed of three components: the energy price, the congestion cost, and the losses cost. 
The energy price component represents the marginal cost of the power system to produce 
an additional MW, regardless of transmission constraints. The congestion cost component 
is determined by distributing the cost of the optimization constraints to various buses in 
the power system. The losses component divides the cost of transmission losses between 
all market participants. This dissertation only considers the energy price and the 
congestion cost components of the LMP. PRs should not have a large impact on system 
losses, and the system loss component of the LMP is relatively small; thus, the system 
losses component of the LMP is not considered [60], [61]. 
The LMP is calculated using the shadow prices, or marginal cost, of the 
constraints in the LP optimization problem for the FSCOPF. The energy price is the 
shadow price of the power balance equality constraint. The congestion price is a 
combination of all of the branch inequality constraints translated to a cost for each 
individual bus. The calculation of LMP prices at n buses with z constraints from the LP 



































Generator revenue represents the amount of money generators are compensated 
for producing power. Generator revenue is calculated by multiplying the setpoint of the 
generator and the LMP of each generator’s bus. Using the information provided in Figure 
4-12, the generator revenue can be calculated as 10 $/MWh x 120 MW = $1,200. 
 
Figure 4-12. Calculation of generator revenue. 
 
Generator profit represents the difference between generator cost and generator 
revenue. Generator profit is impacted in two ways: the generator cost can change 
depending on system dispatch, and the generator revenue can change due to LMPs and 
system dispatch. 
Load cost represents the amount of money loads or load serving entities must pay 
for their demand. Load cost is calculated by multiplying the magnitude of the demand 
and the LMP of the load’s bus. Using the information in Figure 4-13, the load cost can be 
calculated as 14.01 $/MWh x 180 MW = $2,521.80. 
 
Figure 4-13. Calculation of load cost. 
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3.4 Power Router Operation 
PRs have the potential to be a centrally dispatched resource or be autonomously 
controlled. Under a centrally dispatched paradigm, the optimal setpoints of all PRs in the 
system are calculated using the FSCOPF algorithm, and then the setpoints are dispatched 
to each individual PR. Under an autonomous control paradigm, the PRs use local 
information to determine their setpoints. Under the autonomous control paradigm, the 
FSCOPF is still used to dispatch the system. Rather than dispatching the setpoints to each 
individual PR, the operator assumes that individual PRs are locally calculating the correct 
setpoint. Combinations of autonomous control and centralized control can be envisioned 
during pre-contingency and post-contingency timeframes. 
3.4.1 Entirely Centrally Dispatched Paradigm 
Under the entirely centrally dispatched paradigm, the setpoints for both the pre-
contingency and post-contingency timeframe are dispatched from a control center. This is 
visualized in Figure 4-14. The FSCOPF is executed, and setpoints for all PRs for the pre-
contingency timeframe are dispatched.  
During the post-contingency timeframe, the control center dispatches the proper 
setpoints, calculated from the execution of the FSCOPF, for the specific contingency that 
occurs. The operators also have the ability to adjust the setpoints of the PRs to suit unique 
conditions rather than using the post-contingency setpoints generated by the FSCOPF 
algorithm. 
An advantage of this paradigm is that the optimal setpoints are always dispatched, 
because the control center knows the state of the entire system and, thus, optimizes the 
entire system together. Another advantage of this paradigm is that it gives system 
operators another control to operate the system in a safe manner. 
The main disadvantage of this system is its reliance on communication with the 
control center. The benefits of the PR are lost if communication is disrupted. The 
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centralized approach of this paradigm also limits the speed at which the setpoints change. 









Figure 4-14. Entirely centrally dispatched PR control paradigm. 
 
3.4.2 Initially Centrally Dispatched, Autonomous during Contingency 
This paradigm relies on the central control center dispatching the setpoint for the 
pre-contingency timeframe, but when a contingency is detected, PRs switch to an 
autonomous strategy. This is visualized in Figure 4-15. During the pre-contingency 
timeframe, the system operates just as described above in the entirely centrally 
dispatched paradigm. 
During the post-contingency timeframe, the PR switches to an autonomous 
control strategy and determines its own setpoint based on local information. This allows 
for a fast response by the PR to react to a contingency and helps to correct branch flows 
throughout the system. It is important to remember that the PR is not an energy producing 
device, but rather a control mechanism to route the flows of the system. Therefore, it does 
not directly impact the power balance of the system but helps manage congestion in 
branches throughout the power system. 
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An advantage of this paradigm is that the reliance on communication is reduced, 
because the PR can always revert to an autonomous control strategy. Another advantage 
of this paradigm is that the reaction to the contingency is fast and not delayed by the 
communication network used to support the PRs. 
A disadvantage of this paradigm is that the optimal response to a contingency 
may not be achieved by only using autonomous control. Local information may not give 
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Figure 4-15. Initially centrally dispatched, controlled locally during contingency PR 
operating paradigm 
 
3.4.3 Autonomous Dispatch 
The autonomous control paradigm relies completely on local information to 
dispatch the PR during the pre-contingency and post-contingency timeframes. This is 
visualized in Figure 4-16. The power system is still dispatched with the FSCOPF, but 
system operators rely on the autonomous control mechanism of the PRs to determine 
their own setpoint that ensures normal power system operation. The autonomous control 
works to ensure that the branch the PR is located and neighboring branches do not 
experience an overload. 
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The advantage of this paradigm is that it takes the burden of operating additional 
equipment off power system operators, which simplifies their job as long as the PR 
operates properly. It also supports the general trend of power system operation moving 
towards decentralized control strategies [62]–[64]. 
A disadvantage of this paradigm is that the optimized power system state may not 
be achieved according the FSCOPF. This may have implications for contingency states of 
the power system. It is also unclear how well an autonomous PR is able to prevent 
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Figure 4-16. Autonomous dispatch operating paradigm. 
 
3.5 Simulation 
The 24-bus IEEE Reliability Test System case, seen in Figure 4-17, is used to 
produce initial results using the FSCOPF [65]. Resistance and reactance data are used for 
the branches from the data set. Original generator heat rates are used, with updated fuel 
types and fuel costs. For the purpose of demonstration, congestion is created in this 
oversized system by reducing the thermal limit from 500 MVA to 300 MVA for branch 
14-16 and branch 15-25. For the case of the FSCOPF, one PR is placed on branch 14-16. 
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The PR has the capabilities of injecting a ±10° phase angle in series with the transmission 
line and operates at no cost. 
 
Figure 4-17. Topology of the 24-Bus IEEE Reliability Test System [65] 
 
The FSCOPF code is programed in MATLAB. Power system parameters and 
topology are configured in a PowerWorld binary file. The data is then imported into 
MATLAB through a COM Object interface with PowerWorld. The PowerWorld COM 
Object is also used for solving the AC power flow within the optimization loop. All 
sensitivities are derived and calculated within MATLAB using the YBus imported 
through the COM Object from PowerWorld. The MATLAB code formulates the 
optimization problem to be solved in a structure and then sends the structure to a 
MOSEK optimization solver. MOSEK produces an optimized result that is then fed back 
into the MATLAB code. Integration of PowerWorld and MOSEK into the MATLAB 
code is to optimize the FSCOPF algorithm as much as possible. 
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First, a baseline result is produced by running a conventional SCOPF algorithm. 
Operating cost, LMP, generator revenue, and load cost are used for comparison between 
the SCOPF and FSCOPF algorithms. Comparison results for operating cost, generator 
revenue, and load cost are presented in Table 4-5.  Results from a comparison between 
the SCOPF LMP and the FSCOPF LMP are presented in Table 4-6.  
The FSCOPF algorithm produces a more optimal result than the SCOPF 
algorithm in various metrics. In the SCOPF algorithm, the branch constraint for branch 
14-16 is preventing additional power from being transferred from the low-cost area (i.e., 
the top portion of the power system in Figure 4-17) to the high-cost area (i.e., the bottom 
portion of the power system in Figure 4-17). The PR in the FSCOPF allows the system to 
access the capacity available in parallel branches. This is fundamental for transferring 
more of the low-cost power to the area of the system that otherwise only has access to 
high-cost power while power system constraints are enforced. As a result of the FSCOPF 
allowing more low-cost generation into the bottom portion of the power system, the 
LMPs throughout the entire system have less of a difference between them. This means 
that the power system is closer to its most optimal state (i.e., the LMP is identical 
throughout the power system and no congestion). 
 
Table 4-5. Comparison of operating cost, generation revenue, load cost and congestion 
surplus between the SCOPF and FSCOPF algorithms. 
 





SCOPF $65,000 $94,000 $109,000 















SCOPF FSCOPF SCOPF-FSCOPF 
1 $44.66 $42.98 $1.68 
2 $44.69 $43.00 $1.68 
3 $36.33 $35.90 $0.42 
4 $45.68 $43.84 $1.83 
5 $46.37 $44.43 $1.94 
6 $47.30 $45.23 $2.08 
7 $47.20 $45.14 $2.06 
8 $47.20 $45.14 $2.06 
9 $46.27 $44.35 $1.92 
10 $48.14 $45.93 $2.20 
11 $55.54 $52.22 $3.32 
12 $44.04 $42.45 $1.58 
13 $46.07 $44.18 $1.89 
14 $72.16 $66.34 $5.82 
15 $19.59 $21.69 -$2.10 
16 $17.89 $20.24 -$2.35 
17 $18.49 $20.75 -$2.26 
18 $18.77 $20.99 -$2.22 
19 $24.16 $25.57 -$1.41 
20 $29.61 $30.20 -$0.59 
21 $19.03 $21.21 -$2.18 
22 $18.81 $21.03 -$2.22 
23 $32.61 $32.75 -$0.14 







IMPACT OF POWER ROUTERS ON ELECTRICITY MARKETS 
 
Using the flexible security-constrained optimal power flow (FSCOPF), 
simulations are conducted to provide economic quantities such as generator cost, 
generator revenue, generator profit, and load cost for a power system. The core goal of 
this chapter is to examine how the power routers (PR) impact different market 
participants. This investigation primarily focuses on the ways in which locational 
marginal prices (LMP) are affected by PRs. The impact of PRs on LMPs is highly 
complex because PRs change the branch constraints present in the LP optimization 
problem and the cost of enforcing those constraints. These two factors make the analysis 
of PR impact complicated because multiple aspects of the optimization constraints are 
changing for a variety of reasons.  
The marginal costs, or the cost of enforcing constraints of the LP optimization 
problem, are an output of the LP optimization problem solved in the FSCOPF. The 
constraint costs are a product of optimization sensitivity analysis. The marginal costs of 
constraints represent the cost savings to the power system if the limit on a constraint is 
increased by 1. Constraints are generator megawatt limits, PR voltage injection limits, 
branch active power flow thermal limits, and the power balance in this formulation. The 
change of marginal costs due to PRs is the direct result of PRs modifying branch power 
flows throughout the power system. With PRs, branch flows can be changed in 
previously infeasible ways to satisfy branch power flow limits. The branch flow 
constraints of the optimization are made more flexible through the operation of the PR. 
The second major impact on LMPs is the introduction of additional constraints 
into the LP optimization in the FSCOPF. Because a PR redirects power flows to parallel 
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branches, there is a possibility that parallel branches become congested. Additional 
congestion in the power system adds additional constraints to the LP optimization 
problem. When an additional constraint is added, a new marginal cost must be factored 
into the LMP calculation. 
The impact of a PR on electricity market participants is a function of both the 
magnitude of phase injection and the location of the PR.  Both have different effects on 
the marginal costs throughout the power system. Various PR locations can address 
congestion on a specific branch but require different levels of phase injection to achieve 
comparable alleviation of congestion. Another aspect to consider is if multiple branches 
of congestion are present in the power system, it is advantageous if a PR can be located to 
address multiple branches of congestion from the same location; this is more efficient 
than placing individual PRs to address each branch of congestion. 
This chapter first provides detailed results on the behavior of a PR on the 
constraints of the optimization problem using a small 7-bus test case. The small 
magnitude of the case enables focus on the PR impact, rather than the complexities of 
larger topologies and more market participants. Then the results from the 7-bus test case 
are extended to a larger case, the IEEE 118-bus test case, to be analyzed from a more 
broad perspective. The 118-bus test case simulation results focus on the operation of the 
power system through various seasons of the year, so that a broad spectrum of congestion 
can be captured. Finally the chapter concludes by summarizing the individual impact on 
generators and loads (i.e., the market participants) in the power system. These 
summarizations explain the common impact on generators and loads depending on which 
side of the initial congestion they are located. 
4.1 7-Bus Detailed Results 
The initial investigation of the impact of PRs on electricity markets is 
accomplished via a small case, thus allowing for a thorough understanding to be extracted 
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from the analysis. The PowerWorld 7-Bus case, seen in Figure 6-1, is used. Topology 
information is in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2. It is small enough to understand but offers a 
variety of generators, loads, and transmission branches. Figure 6-2 shows the detailed 












Figure 6-1. PowerWorld 7-bus case. 
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Figure 6-2. Generator cost data for the PowerWorld 7-bus case. 
 
Table 6-1. Branch data for the PowerWorld 7-bus case. 
 
From To R (pu) X (pu) Limit (MW) 
1 2 0.005 0.05 120 
1 3 0.02 0.24 120 
2 3 0.015 0.18 100 
2 4 0.015 0.18 100 
2 5 0.01 0.12 120 
2 6 0.005 0.06 200 
3 4 0.0025 0.03 222 
4 5 0.02 0.24 60 
7 5 0.005 0.06 200 
6 7 0.02 0.24 200 
6 7 0.02 0.24 200 
 
































Generator MW Output (MW) 
Gen 1 Gen 2 Gen 4 Gen 6 Gen 7
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The PR is simulated on a single branch for every branch in the power system. 
Because there are 11 branches in the system, there are 11 possible locations for a PR. 
There is only a single PR in the system for each simulation. The maximum voltage phase 
injection, in degrees, is varied from 0° to 10° in increments of 2.5°. The operating cost is 
defined as the sum of all individual generator costs to meet the demand of the power 
system. The results for operating cost are shown in Figure 6-3. For every case, the PR 
decreases the operating cost of the power system as the phase angle injection increases. 
The PR is enabling more low-cost generation to be dispatched, which decreases the 
operating cost of the power system. Eventually, most of the locations asymptote to an 
operating cost, which cannot be improved through further investment into the PR. Figure 
6-3 also shows the wide range in results that can be obtained by placing the PR in 
different locations. 
 
Figure 6-3. Operating Cost of the 7-bus case in $/h for PRs located in various locations as 























Max PR Phase Angle Injection 
PR Branch 1-2 PR Branch 1-3 PR Branch 2-3 PR Branch 2-4
PR Branch 2-5 PR Branch 2-6 PR Branch 3-4 PR Branch 4-5
PR Branch 5-7 PR Branch 6-7 (1) PR Branch 6-7 (2)
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Proceeding sections examine market behavior under the scenario of a PR being 
placed on branch 5-7 and the max voltage phase injection increased from 0° to 10° in 2.5° 
increments. This branch is chosen because it consistently performs the best in terms of 
operating cost savings. 
PRs impact LMPs because PRs change the branch constraints present in the LP 
optimization problem and the cost of enforcing those constraints. Both these factors 
influence the behavior of LMPs in the power system. The change in LMPs for a PR 
located on branch 5-7 is shown in Figure 6-4. 
 
Figure 6-4. Locational Marginal Prices for a simulation in the 7-bus case with a PR 
located on branch 5-7 and increasing the max voltage phase injection. 
 
The LMPs at buses 1, 2, 3, and 4 remain unchanged due to the marginal cost 
remaining the same for generators at buses 1, 2, and 4. Because bus 3 is only connected 
to buses 1, 2, and 4, its LMP also does not change. The first step increase from 0° to 2.5° 
shows an approximately 6% price drop for both buses 5 and 7. These changes are mostly 
a result of a drop in the energy price component of the LMP, caused by a decrease in the 
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this is due to the increase in generator dispatch for the generator at bus 6, which casuses 
its cost of operation to increase. 
After the first step from 0° to 2.5°, the LMPs remain mostly constant. One 
exception is the LMP at bus 6. The increasing LMP at bus 6 relates to the increasing 
dispatch of the generator at bus 6. This, in turn, increases the marginal cost of operating 
that generator, which directly impacts the bus 6 LMP. 
To further investigate the change in LMPs, Table 6-3 lists the final constraints and 
their respective marginal costs for various values of max voltage phase injection with a 
PR on branch 5-7. Most noticeable is the increase in the number of constraints in the 
optimization problem; no PR in the system results in 5 binding constraints, whereas the 
presence of a PR with 10° of voltage phase injection capability on branch 5-7 results in 
12 constraints. Different constraints appear because the power flowing through the 
system in the pre-contingency and post-contingency timeframes is changing. This is the 
result of changes to generator dispatch and PR operation, which redistributes power flows 














Table 6-3. Optimization constraints and respective marginal costs with a PR on branch 5-
7 with an increasing max voltage phase injection. 
 





















Pwr. Bal. 21.8035 Pwr. Bal. 20.6032 Pwr. Bal. 20.6032 Pwr. Bal. 20.6032 Pwr. Bal. 20.6032 
1-2 0 1-2 0 1-2 0 1-2 0 1-2 0 
2-6 0 2-6 0 2-5 0 2-6 0 2-5 0 
2-5 0 2-5 0 4-5 0 2-5 0 2-6 0 
4-5 0 4-5 0 2-6 0 4-5 0 4-5 0 
2-5(O2-6) -1.3954 2-5(O2-6) -2.1167 2-5(O2-6) -2.308 2-5(O2-6) -2.5168 2-5(O2-6) -2.7082 
4-5(O2-5) -12.5342 4-5(O2-5) -10.9196 2-5(O4-5) -0.0003 2-5(O4-5) -0.0003 2-5(O4-5) -0.0003 


















  2-5(O4-5) -0.0003 
2-5(O6-
7_2) -0.0005 1-2(O1-3) -1.8643 2-5(O1-3) 0 
  2-5(O2-4) -0.0001 2-5(O2-4) -0.0001 2-5(O2-4) -0.0001 1-2(O1-3) -1.8643 
  2-5(O2-3) -0.0001 2-5(O2-3) -0.0001 2-5(O2-3) -0.0001 2-5(O2-3) -0.0001 
    2-5(O1-2) 0 2-5(O1-2) 0 2-5(O2-4) -0.0001 
      2-5(O3-4) 0 2-5(O1-2) 0 
      4-5(O3-4) -0.0003 2-5(O3-4) 0 
        4-5(O3-4) -0.0003 
 
4.1.1 Modification of Existing Marginal Costs 
The marginal costs of existing constraints change depending on how the PR 
impacts the constraints. When a PR acts to decrease congestion along a specific branch, 
the marginal cost of that branch decreases. The decrease in the cost of the constraint 
signals that there is less of an advantage of increasing the limit of that constraint because 
the constraint is being made flexible to handle power flows through it. Alleviating the 
congestion completely from a branch represents a constraint with no marginal cost. The 
reduction to the marginal cost of a constraint can be seen in Table 6-4. The PR on branch 
5-7 is reducing the congestion through branch 4-5. Thus, as the PR rating increases, the 
marginal cost of the constraint decreases. The PR on branch 5-7 does not completely 
alleviate the congestion on branch 4-5 and, therefore, does not go to 0. The PR flexibly 
increases the limit of transfer across the transmission line to allow more power to be 
transferred through the branch. 
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Table 6-4 Constraint marginal cost reduction. 
 





















4-5(O2-5) -12.5342 4-5(O2-5) -10.9196 4-5(O2-5) -10.8905 4-5(O2-5) -10.8583 4-5(O2-5) -10.8292 
 
Ideally, all marginal constraints are reduced, but this does not always happen 
depending on the location of the PR and other congestion in the power system. If the PR 
amplifies existing congestion in parallel branches, the marginal cost of a constraint 
increases. This can be seen using Figure 6-5. It is important to note in this specific 
example, the branch on which the PR is located is branch 2-5. In this case there is 
congestion on branch 2-5 and branch 4-5. The cost of enforcing the constraint on branch 
2-5 is higher than the cost of enforcing the constraint on branch 4-5. The direction of 
congestion is indicated by an arrow, and the directions of impact for the PR are shown as 
green arrows. The PR is trying to alleviate congestion on branch 2-5. Unfortunately, 
acting to reduce congestion on branch 2-5 increases the congestion on branch 4-5. The 
PR acting on branch 2-5 increases the stress of the congestion on branch 4-5 such that its 
cost of enforcement increases because the congestion on 2-5 is no longer preventing low-
cost power to be transferred in that general direction. 
Due to the optimization function trying to minimize generating cost, large 
marginal costs typically are reduced, and some small marginal costs increase. Large 
marginal costs represent bottlenecks that prevent low-cost generation from being 
dispatched and reduce the power system operating cost. Relatively small marginal costs 
increasing represents middle-cost generators being constrained from being dispatched to 
allow for lower-cost generation to be dispatched. Thus, the high marginal costs typically 
decrease at a rate much faster than the rate that small marginal costs increase. In the end, 












Figure 6-5. Constraint marginal cost increase. 
 
Marginal costs increasing and decreasing change LMPs depending on the 
constraints present in the optimization problem. The marginal constraints changing for 
existing constraints is only one factor in the LMP changing. 
4.1.2 Addition of New Constraints 
The second impact on LMPs, besides the modification of existing marginal costs, 
is the addition of new constraints to the LP optimization problem and new marginal costs 
associated with these constraints. When a new constraint and marginal cost appears in the 
LP optimization problem, its cost must be related to each bus and thus the LMP is 
directly impacted. 
Additional constraints appear when parallel branches with existing congestion 
become overloaded. Using the 7-bus test case shown in Figure 6-6, this is shown. A PR is 
located on branch 5-7, as indicated in the figure. Again, there is congestion located on 
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branch 2-5 and branch 4-5. The direction of congestion is indicated by an arrow, and the 
direction of impact for the PR are shown as green arrows. For this case, the PR located on 
branch 5-7 is able to alleviate both congested branches at once. This serves to alleviate 
congestion in the two branches until the limit of branch 2-6 is encroached. Once the PR 
on branch 5-7 fully congests branch 2-6, then it becomes a constraint in the optimization 
problem. After it is a constraint in the optimization problem, it has its own marginal cost, 












Figure 6-6. Additional of a new constraint to the optimization problem. 
 
Typically, the new marginal cost introduced by the new constraint does increase 
the LMP initially, but LMP savings are still realized compared to the original state of the 
system. The marginal cost of the transfer across all parallel branches is less than the 
original marginal cost of the congested branch. This is a good result because, rather than 
a single branch taking the entire burden of a transfer, the burden is spread across all 
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parallel branches until there is no more transmission capacity between those parallel 
branches to support the transfer. 
4.1.3 PR Overall Impact on LMPs 
From the system level, the PRs act to indirectly force the LMPs to converge. This 
action is indirect because the goal of the optimization function is to reduce generating 
cost, and when generating cost is at its absolute minimum (i.e., with no congestion), all 
LMPs are the same. While the PRs work to minimize the generating cost, the LMPs may 
diverge, rather than converge, slightly. This has to do with reasons mentioned in the 
previous sections which include additional congestion on parallel branches to the PR and 
new constraints that appear in the optimization problem. 
4.1.4 Impact on Participants 
The impact on generators in a power system is twofold. First, their cost of 
operation is dependent on the ways in which PR operation impacts generator dispatch. 
Second, the revenue received by the generators changes due to the change in LMPs 
caused by the PR. The change in cost and revenue ultimately impacts the profit of each 
generator, seen in Table 6-5.  
The generator at bus 1 is not affected by any changes in the power system. This is 
due to the generator being low cost but constrained by the N-1 security requirement. Bus 
1 is only connected to the rest of the system with 2 transmission lines, so in the worst 
case, all power must flow through one of the transmission lines connected to bus 1. 
The generator at bus 2 has a continuously decreasing generator dispatch as the PR 
max voltage phase injection increases. This is because more power production is shifted 
to the less expensive generator at bus 4. If the generator at bus 2 did not have a constant 
operating cost, its profit would decrease because it would produce less power. The 
opposite is true for the generator at bus 4; its power production is increasing. Therefore, 
if its operating costs are not constant, its profits are increasing. 
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Table 6-5. Generator cost, revenue and profit comparison. 
 
Generator PR Max Voltage Phase Injection 0° 5° 10° 
1 
Cost $1,545 $1,545 $1,545 
Rev. $1,560 $1,560 $1,560 
Profit $15 $15 $15 
     
2 
Cost $2,906 $2,514 $2,118 
Rev. $2,906 $2,514 $2,118 
Profit $0 $0 $0 
     
4 
Cost $1,425 $1,906 $2,392 
Rev. $1,425 $1,906 $2,392 
Profit $0 $0 $0 
     
6 
Cost $4,482 $5,213 $5,944 
Rev. $4,685 $5,480 $6,287 
Profit $204 $268 $343 
     
7 
Cost $2,546 $1,540 $551 
Rev. $2,690 $1,540 $551 
Profit $144 $0 $0 
 
The generator at bus 6 has an increasing dispatch; although less expensive 
generators at buses 2 and 4 are available. This is due to the branch 2-5 post-contingency 
constraint, which prevents power from reaching buses 5, 6 and 7 because any additional 
transfer overloads branch 2-5 during certain post-contingency scenarios. 
The generator at bus 7, which is the most expensive, is continually decreasing its 
production. This is offset by increases at the generators located at buses 4 and 6. 
Overall, PR operation is encouraging healthy market behavior by increasing 
competition between generators. Low-cost, well-positioned generators are receiving more 
profit, which encourages more generators to be built in locations that benefit the power 
system. Direct benefit to the power system is a lower operating cost. 
In general, because PRs decrease the operating cost of the power system, load 
consumers should realize savings. For this section, a PR located on branch 5-7 is 
examined again. The results are shown in Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7. Load cost for a simulation in the 7-bus case with a PR located on branch 5-7 
and increasing the max voltage phase injection. 
 
Load costs at buses 2, 3, and 4 all remain the same because the LMP does not 
change. Load costs at buses 5 and 7 experience a dip in cost upon the introduction of a 
PR. This is due to the LMP changing because of the decrease in the energy price 
component of the LMP. The load cost at bus 6 is always slightly increasing because the 
cost of the generator at bus 6 is slowly increasing as the generator produces more power.  
The impact of PRs on power system economics is complex; the system operating 
cost and the constraints enforced by the LP optimization problem change. New 
constraints can appear in the LP optimization problem, while old constraints disappear. 
Not only do the constraints found within the LP optimization problem change, but also 
their cost of enforcement changes depending on the level of power routing control 
enabled. These changes always decrease operating cost of the power system and can have 
varying effects on the LMP. The change of the LMP impacts generator revenue and load 
costs for electricity market participants. The simulations in this dissertation show that, 
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dispatch of low-cost generation. This change in dispatch alters profitability of all 
generators in a power system that has dispatchable PRs.  
4.2 118-bus Time-Series System Results 
The 7-bus test case is used to describe the impact that the PR has on constraints to 
the optimization problem and on market participants, without becoming overburdened 
with large scale system details. A simulation on the 118-bus test case provides 
perspective for the overall market operation of a larger, more complex system. It also 
allows for the examination of how participants are impacted in local areas of the power 
system and compare that to the impact on the overall power system. The larger system 
also provides more congestion states to address with the PR to verify that the findings 
from the 7-bus case extend to larger cases. 
The 118-bus test case used is obtained from the University of Washington Power 
System Test Case Archive and shown in Figure 6-8 [66]. The case comes with branch 
impedances, branch limits, generator limits, and peak load information. To obtain cost 
data for the generators, additional information from the Illinois Institute of Technology 
database is used [67]. This provides a complete case to conduct market analysis. The 
parallel branches in the case are condensed into single branches. This is accomplished by 




Figure 6-8. IEEE 118-bus test case. 
 
The results from this section are obtained by simulating a weekday and weekend 
of each season at the hourly timescale. It is important to include the time aspect, not just 
single hour simulations, when looking at impact on markets because the impact of the PR 
changes depending on system loading. Because system loading changes drastically 
between seasons and weekend vs. weekday, representative days are simulated from each 
category to try to obtain a thorough representation of the loads seen throughout the power 
system to capture the most congestion states. Load profile information is obtained from 
FERC Form 714 [68]. These load profiles are meant to be representative of various load 
profiles throughout the United States. Each load in the 118-bus system is assigned its 
own independent load profile to follow. The load profiles are used as templates, so the 
peak load from the system data is scaled by the load profiles for individual hour 
simulations. 
For the various simulations, 2 different investment options are explored. The 
locations for placement of the PRs are determined by examining the marginal costs of the 
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constraints in the optimization problem then placing the PRs to decrease large marginal 
costs. This is an exhaustive method that does not feasibly scale to real power systems but 
is the method that has been used to select placement of PRs for this dissertation because 
optimizing placement of PRs is not within the scope of this dissertation. Two investment 
options are chosen, as shown in Table 6-6. A base case is established where no PR is in 
the system and serves as a baseline to compare metrics to when a PR or several PRs are 
introduced into the power system. The first investment option considers a single PR in 
the power system on branch 17-30. This branch is selected as a location where a PR 
could alleviate several congested corridors in the transmission system. The second 
investment option considers 2 PRs installed in the power system and are controlled 
together to alleviate congestion in the power system. The PR on branch 18-19 is selected 
as it further alleviates congestion present in the system that is caused by a PR on branch 
17-30. 
 
Table 6-6. Simulated Investment options for the IEEE 118-bus test case. 
 
 PR Rating on 
Branch 28 
(MW) 






Base Case 0 0 0 
Investment Option #1 25 0 25 
Investment Option #2 25 9 34 
 
The results of the yearly simulation are presented as individual seasons first, then 
collectively as an entire year. Examining the results by season allows for specific 
characteristics of congestion during that specific season to be highlighted and discussed 
in greater detail. 
4.2.1 Winter Results 
Figure 6-9 shows the hourly, winter-season operating cost: hours 1-24 represent 
the winter weekday, and hours 25-48 represent the winter weekend. The total system load 
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during the winter season is the second highest season following the summer season. The 
load shape of the winter season has a peak in the morning, followed by a decrease in 
load, and finally another peak in the afternoon. Generator operating cost roughly follows 
the winter load shape as the generating cost is roughly proportional to total system load. 
There is moderate congestion during the winter season. The difference between 
the base case operating cost and the infinite transmission case is $101,000 for the winter 
weekday and weekend. Investment option #2 yields a savings of $8,000 from the base 
case. If these numbers are extrapolated as the average for every winter weekday and 
weekend, the difference between the base case operating cost and the infinite 
transmission case is $4.8 million, and the best investment option yields a savings of 
$411,000. 
 
Figure 6-9. Hourly operating cost for the winter season. 
 
The generating operating cost is not the only metric impacted by PRs during the 
winter season. Table 6-7 shows the differences of the base case compared to the 
investment options with PRs. For both investment options, the generator operating cost 
decreases. This is to be expected, as the PR always acts to decrease the operating cost of 
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winter season. This happens because the lower-cost generators, which are dispatched 
over the higher-cost generators, generate more revenue than is lost by the higher-cost 
generators. This is not always the case, as is shown through the results from the analysis 
of the other seasons. Because the generator cost decreases and the generator revenue 
increases, generator profit increases and favors generators. Finally, the load cost 
decreases for both investment options, which is favorable to loads serving entities 
because it means they have to pay less to satisfy their load. 
It is interesting to note that the generator metrics change to favor generators from 
investment option #1 to investment option #2, but the load metric changes to disfavor 
loads. This has to do with the congestion resulting from the additional PR in investment 
option #2. The congestion continues the trend of dispatching low-cost generation that 
generates more revenue, but the LMPs at load buses start to increase due to interaction 
with the LP optimization constraints. 
 
Table 6-7. Winter market participant metrics compared to the base case.  
 
48 hours/season Investment Option #1 Investment Option #2 
Generator Revenue ($) 162,000 166,000 
Generator Operating  Cost ($) -7,000 -8,000 
Generator Profit ($) 168,000 174,000 
Load Cost ($) -15,000 -12,000 
  
4.2.2 Spring Results 
Figure 6-10 shows the hourly, spring-season operating cost: hours 1-24 represent 
the spring weekday, and hours 25-48 represent the spring weekend. The spring season 
experiences the lowest total system load of the entire year. The spring load shape is 
relatively flat during the daylight hours of the day and then decreases to a trough during 
the night. 
There is a low amount of congestion in the spring season because the branch 
capacities are able to handle the power flows required to satisfy system load. As there is 
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not much congestion, there is little congestion to alleviate and reduce the cost of the 
generator operating cost. The difference between the base case operating cost and the 
infinite transmission case is $86,000 for the spring weekday and weekend. The best 
investment option yields a savings of $7,000 from the base case. If these number are 
extrapolated as the average for every spring weekday and weekend, the difference 
between the base case operating cost and the infinite transmission case is $4.1 million, 
and the best investment option yields a savings of $331,000. 
 
Figure 6-10. Hourly Operating Cost for the Spring Season. 
 
Because there is not much congestion for the PR to impact during the spring 
season, the individual market participants’ metrics are not going to change much between 
the various investment options. Table 6-8 shows the differences of the base case 
compared to the investment options with PRs. Both investment options experience a 
decrease in generating cost. Again, generator revenue increases for both cases because 
the lower-cost generators, which are dispatched over the higher-cost generators, generate 
more revenue than is lost by the higher-cost generators. Because the generator cost 
decreases and the generator revenue increases, the generator profit increases. The load 
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is not a favorable change for load serving entities because it means they are paying more 
to satisfy their load, even as the total generating cost of the power system drops. The 
increase in load cost relates to the overall production of low-cost generation increasing. 
When the production of low-cost generation increases, the generator cost increases. Thus, 
the LMPs at load buses experience an increase in LMP due to the heightened cost of the 
low-cost generators. 
From the results in Table 6-8, it appears as if LMP prices are increasing 
throughout the power system due to generator revenue increasing and load cost 
increasing. This is not the case, but rather a function of the LMP increasing for particular 
loads and generators which skew the results. 
 
Table 6-8. Spring market participant metrics compared to the base case. 
 
48 hours/season Investment Option #1 Investment Option #2 
Generator Revenue ($) 192,000 196,000 
Generator Operating  Cost ($) -5,000 -7,000 
Generator Profit ($) 198,000 203,000 
Load Cost ($) 25,000 26,000 
  
4.2.3 Summer Results 
Figure 6-11 shows the hourly, summer-season operating cost: hours 1-24 
represent the summer weekday, and hours 25-48 represent the summer weekend. The 
summer season is the highest loading season of the year, hence the highest generator 
operating cost. The summer load shape is such that there is a single peak in the afternoon 
followed by a decrease in the evening. The summer loading profile typically follows the 
temperature throughout the day because a large majority of the summer load is for 
cooling. Therefore, the peak temperature typically coincides with the peak load. 
The summer season experiences the most congestion of any season. As such, if 
the PR investments are properly positioned to address the summer’s congestion states, 
especially those present during the peak, this can show dramatic results. The difference 
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between the base case operating cost and the infinite transmission case is $136,000 for 
the summer weekday and weekend. The best investment option yields a savings of 
$19,000 from the base case. If these number are extrapolated as the average for every 
summer weekday and weekend, the difference between the base case operating cost and 
the infinite transmission case is $6.9 million, and the best investment option yields a 
savings of $1.1 million. 
 
Figure 6-11. Hourly operating cost for the summer season. 
 
Table 6-9 showcases the market particpant metrics for the summer season. 
Generator cost, as always, decreases for both investment options. The generator revenue 
for the summer season decreases. The decrease in generator revunue is due to the low-
cost generators making less revunue than the revenue generated by the high-cost 
generators that were previously dispatched. This is typical behavior when PRs impact the 
generator dispatch by a larger margin. Load cost sees a huge decrease due to the cost of 
power decreasing throughout the system. Large load cost savings are realized during the 
summer peak when congestion causes LMPs to rise steeply.  
It is important to note that the most savings for the two investment options occurs 
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addition to the large amount of congestion on which the PRs can act, prices are highest 
during the summer, so incremental savings can be large. 
 
Table 6-9. Summer market participant metrics compared to the base case. 
 
48 hours/season Investment Option #1 Investment Option #2 
Generator Revenue ($) -216,000 -160,000 
Generator Operating  Cost ($) -16,000 -19,000 
Generator Profit ($) -200,000 -141,000 
Load Cost ($) -686,000 -656,000 
  
4.2.4 Fall Results 
Figure 6-12 shows the hourly, fall-season operating cost: hours 1-24 represent the 
fall weekday, and hours 25-48 represent the fall weekend. The fall season is between the 
winter season and spring season in terms of loading and profile. The dual peaks are much 
less defined in the fall season when compared to the winter season. 
The fall season experiences little congestion. The difference between the base 
case operating cost and the infinite transmission case is $89,000 for the fall weekday and 
weekend. The best investment option yields a savings of $7,000 from the base case. If 
these number are extrapolated as the average for every fall weekday and weekend, the 
difference between the base case operating cost and the infinite transmission case is $4.2 
million, and the best investment option yields a savings of $335,000. 
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Figure 6-12. Hourly operating cost for the fall season. 
 
Table 6-10 shows the maket participant metrics for the fall season. The generator 
cost decreases for both investment options. Generator revenue increases as the rating of 
PRs installed increases between the two investment options. Unlike the summer season, 
the fall season’s generator revenue increases because the lower-cost generators, which are 
dispatched over the higher-cost generators, generate more revenue than is lost by the 
higher-cost generators. Because both generator metrics used to calcaulate generator profit 
change in a favorable manner, the generator profit increases. The load cost decreases 
during the fall season. 
 
Table 6-10. Fall market participant metrics compared to the base case. 
 
48 hours/season Investment Option #1 Investment Option #2 
Generator Revenue ($) 149,000 152,000 
Generator Operating  Cost ($) -5,000 -7,000 
Generator Profit ($) 155,000 159,000 
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4.2.5 Summarized Year Results 
Figure 6-13 shows the generating operating cost for the entire representative year 
simulated. The first 24 hours of each season represents the weekday, and the second 24 
hours of each season represents the weekend. Here, it is much easier to compare the 
relative cost of each season. Summer is the most expensive, followed by the winter, then 
fall, and finally the spring. Also, it can be seen that summer experiences the most 
congestion, as evidenced by the large, noticeable difference between the base case and 
the infinite transmission case. From this figure, the investment options all appear to be 
highly similar, but it is always the base case is greater than investment option #1, which 
is greater than investment option #2. The PR investment options may appear to have little 
impact on the generator operating cost, but it is shown through each season that a PR can 
have dramatic impact on market participants. 
The difference between the base case operating cost and the infinite transmission 
case is $412,000 for the representative year. The best investment option yields a savings 
of $40,000 from the base case. If these numbers are extrapolated as the average for every 
summer weekday and weekend, the difference between the base case operating cost and 
the infinite transmission case is $20 million, and the best investment option yields a 
savings of $2.1 million. The small savings in generator operating cost seen in Figure 6-13 




Figure 6-13. Hourly operating cost for the representative year. 
 
Table 6-11 shows the summarized yearly impact on market participants. 
Generator cost decreases through each season, so it is expected that generator cost for the 
year decreases. The generator revenue increases during the winter, spring, and fall 
outweigh the generator revenue losses expereienced during the summer season. 
Therefore, the overall generator revenue for the entire year increases. Because both 
generator metrics change favorably, the generator profit increases. This is good market 
behavior because generators that are low cost are receiving more revenue for operating 
than are higher-cost generators. There is more revenue for the generators, and the cost of 
operating the power system is decreased. The load cost summed over all seasons 
decreases by a large margin, and is primarily influenced by the large cost savings during 
the summer. It is interesting how much an influence the summer season has on overall 
results. This conveys that the installation of the PR should be weighted heavily by its 
performance during the summer. 
It is important to realize that the impact on market particpants varies dramatically 
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examine the impact of PRs on electricity markets. Certain market particpants can be 
benefited during most seasons (i.e., generators earning more revenue during the non-
summer seasons) and then disadvantaged during another season (i.e., generators losing 
revenue during the summer season). 
 
Table 6-11. Representative year market participant metrics compared to the base case.  
 
48 hours/season Investment Option #1 Investment Option #2 
Generator Operating  Cost ($) -34,000 -40,000 
Generator Revenue ($) 287,000 355,000 
Generator Profit ($) 321,000 394,000 
Load Cost ($) -690,000 -655,000 
 
In most cases, investment option #1 shows a large change to the market system 
participants, whereas investment option #2 marginally improves upon the results obtained 
by investment option #1. This primarily relates to two factors. First, investment option #1 
has 25 MW of PR rating installed. Investment option #2 only adds an additional 9MW of 
PR rating to the system. Second, incremental savings provided by the PR become less 
and less as the PR penetration in the power system increases. This means that a low PR 
rating obtains much greater savings than further investments into the rating of the PR at 
the same location or other locations. There exists an optimal amount of PR investment for 
a specific cost of the PR if cost data exists for the PR that is installed. Another 
observation is that different PR locations may have a different impact on the market 
participant metrics. As seen for load cost, investment #2 actually decreases the amount 
saved by loads, which is not favorable for load serving entities. 
4.3 Market Participant Scenarios 
In this section, the impact on individual market participants is examined. The 
impact on market participants can be broken down into positive and negative impacts for 
both generators and load serving entities. For generators, a positive impact represents as 
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an increase in profit and a negative impact is represented as a decrease in profit. For load 
serving entities, a positive impact is represented as a decrease in load cost, and a negative 
impact is represented as an increase in load cost. 
To help facilitate the discussion in this chapter, Figure 6-14 shows how prices 
form due to the presence of congestion along a branch. In Figure 6-14, congestion forms 
along the branch, which causes high prices at the receiving end and low prices at the 
sending end. The high price results because higher priced generation must be used to 
satisfy load on that side of the congestion, as more low cost generation, on the other side, 
cannot be transferred. The direction of congestion is from right to left, as indicated by the 
red arrow representing the congested flow. 
GG






Figure 6-14. LMP difference develops across branch due to congestion. 
 
PRs act to relieve the congestion and to levelize the LMPs of the buses to which 
the previously congested line is connected, seen in Figure 6-15.  A PR is located on the 
branch, which is represented by the green symbol, and the direction it changes flows is 
indicated by the green arrow. The PR acts in the direction opposite to the slightly 
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congested line, indicated by a yellow line with the direction of its congestion specified. 
This occurs because the low-cost generation on the sending end of the congestion is able 
to be re-routed through parallel branches to satisfy demand on the previously high-cost 
side of the congestion. The LMP on the low-cost side rises slightly due to a higher 
production, which yields a higher cost, but not as high as the high-cost generators that are 











Figure 6-15. Convergence of LMPs due to a PR acting on a congested branch. 
 
4.3.1 Generator Positive Impact 
Typically, a generator is positively impacted by PRs when low-cost generators on 
the low-cost side of congestion are able to dispatch more of their capacity after 
congestion has been relieved by PRs. Because more of their capacity is being dispatched 
and sold above its cost, the profit of generators in this situation increases. This effect is 
shown graphically in Figure 6-16. The clearing price, or LMP, during the congested 
condition is low due to reduced demand for the low-cost power. When the PR is installed, 
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the clearing price increases due to increased demand. This creates additional profit for 

















Figure 6-16. PR positive impact on generators. 
 
Increasing the profit of competitively low-cost generators is good for the entire 
power system. It signals that investment into lower cost power is beneficial to the power 
system and is rewarded. With more low-cost power in the system, consumers benefit by 
paying less. 
4.3.2 Generator Negative Impact 
Usually, PRs negatively impact a generator when high-cost generators experience 
a decrease in their dispatch on the high-price, receiving end of congestion. Because high 
price generation is displaced by lower cost generation when congestion is alleviated, they 
are producing less and they are making less of a profit, if any at all. In some cases a high-
cost generator goes from being dispatched to not being dispatched at all, and all profit is 
lost. This effect can be seen in Figure 6-17. The clearing price of the generator during the 
congested state allows for the generator to make large profits, as its production is needed 
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to meet demand. When the PR is installed to alleviate congestion, low-cost generators are 
now able to transfer their low-cost power to the previously high-cost end of the 
congestion. In this case, the clearing price is lowered so much that this generator is not 

















Figure 6-17. PR negative impact on generators. 
 
Although the impact may not be beneficial for the individual generator, shifting 
generation from high-cost generators to low-cost generators is most beneficial for the 
whole power system. 
4.3.3 Load Positive Impact 
In general, PRs positively impact a load when the observed load is on the high-
cost side of congestion, and the PR works to relieve the congestion. This effect can be 
seen in Figure 6-18. When congestion is present, high-cost generators on the receiving 
end of the congestion drive the clearing price up. This causes loads on the receiving end 
of congestion to have elevated costs. When the congestion is relieved through the use of a 













Figure 6-18. PR positive impact on loads. 
 
This is clearly a positive impact for the loads. However, with the exception of 
their location, the loads have no control over how the price affects them. In the case of 
the generators, the generators could always improve their own situation by lowering their 
costs. 
4.3.4 Load Negative Impact 
Typically, PRs negatively impact a load when the observed load is on the low-
cost side of congestion, and the PR works to relieve the congestion. The cost increases on 
the low-cost side because the demand for the low-cost generators increases, which 
slightly increases the overall cost of the generator. This can be seen in Figure 6-19. While 
congestion is present, the sending end of the congestion experiences lowered prices 
because low-cost generators have a lower production output and, thus, a lower cost. 
When the congestion is removed, that low-cost production increases to satisfy demand on 
the receiving end of the previously congested branch, which also increases the cost of 













Figure 6-19. PR negative impact on loads. 
 
Ideally, savings on loads in the high-cost side of congestion should overcome 





POWER ROUTER IMPACT ON RENEWABLE ENERGY 
 
Renewable energy technologies introduce intermittency into the power system for 
which it was not initially designed [69]–[73]. The biggest factor renewable energy 
technology introduces is intermittent generation. Intermittent generation means that 
generation production is uncertain up until real-time. Traditional generators can be 
controlled, and, thus their output is certain. Renewable energy generators have limited 
control, but typically, they have a very low cost to operate [74], [75]. This means it is 
beneficial to the power system, in terms of cost for all renewable energy generators, to 
produce as much power as possible in the real-time. Effectively, renewable energy 
generators should always produce at their maximum capability because their cost is the 
lowest. The problem is that it is not possible to know in advance how much power a 
renewable energy generator is producing at real-time due to the uncertainty of the 
resource. For example, precise cloud cover cannot be predicted for the next day, so it is 
unknown what the output capability of a solar panel is for the next day. This causes 
problems for scheduling generators in a power system, which is typically accomplished 
starting in the day-ahead time frame. The unknown capabilities of renewable energy 
generators may render the day-ahead dispatch suboptimal. The suboptimal result is 
usually due to the dispatch loading the transmission system with the predicted renewable 
energy outputs. However, in real-time, the renewable energy may be able to produce 
more power but cannot without overburdening the already loaded transmission system.  
The power system is dispatched such that it is optimized with respect to cost 
minimization and security requirements of the power system using renewable energy 
forecasts. The forecasts used for dispatch do not exactly match what the renewable 
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energy generator is capable of producing at real-time. When a renewable energy 
generator produces less than is forecast, fast-timescale reserves must be used to make up 
the generation deficit in the power system [76]–[78].  When a renewable energy 
generator produces more than is forecast, this can result in two possibilities: the 
renewable energy generator is dispatched at its real-time capability or the generator is 
curtailed. When the renewable energy generator is dispatched above its scheduled 
setpoint, this produces good results for the power system because more renewable energy 
is being used, and it is likely to cost less to operate than the generation it displaces. 
Curtailment of the generator occurs if the transmission system, which is initially 
dispatched at the day-ahead time frame, cannot accommodate a larger transfer from the 
renewable energy generator. If the renewable energy generator dispatched its additional 
real-time capability, a transmission line in the power system becomes overloaded. The 
curtailed renewable energy represents a loss to the power system because there is the 
potential to use lower-cost generation and to reduce emissions of the generating fleet. 
Power routers (PR) have already been shown to increase the flexibility of the 
transmission system in the previous chapter of this dissertation. PRs can also be applied 
to the renewable energy curtailment problem. Because PRs are able to change their 
setpoint quickly, they can alleviate congestion that may appear in the real-time due to 
differences in forecast and real-time renewable energy production. The PRs can be 
dispatched along with conventional generators during the day-ahead time frame. During 
the real-time, the PR setpoints can be adjusted according to the real-time capability of 
renewable energy generators to accommodate their transfers in the transmission system 
that was previously dispatched. The PRs allow for the dispatch of the power system to be 
flexible for real-time differences compared to the day-ahead dispatch. To investigate this 
application, simulations are run for the 118-bus test case with renewable energy 
integrated into the system. Wind energy is used as the renewable energy because it is 
currently the largest penetration of renewable energy here in the United States [79], [80]. 
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Other types of renewable energy, such as solar, have similar impacts on power system 
operation in terms of intermittency.  
   This chapter introduces the modified 118-bus test case, which integrates wind 
energy into the original 118-bus test case used in this dissertation. Then, the curtailment 
of the renewable energy problem is shown using results produced from the modified 118-
bus test case. The magnitude of renewable energy lost to curtailment and the loss in 
operating cost to the power system is the focus. Finally, PRs are integrated into the 
modified 118-bus test case to show how the curtailment of renewables can be improved 
by a more flexible transmission system. The magnitude of curtailed renewables and 
generator cost savings are analyzed to determine the benefit of PRs to a power system 
with curtailed renewable energy. 
5.1 Renewable Energy Integrated into 118-bus Test Case 
The 118-bus test case is modified to integrate renewable energy into the original 
test case. Wind energy is chosen to represent renewable energy because wind energy in 
the United States has the highest penetration of renewable energy, and it represents the 
most variable of renewable energies [81], [82]. The first modification to integrate 
renewables is to place wind generators in the test case. Figure 8-1 shows the addition of 
wind generators at buses 4, 56, and 91. Each wind generator is simulated individually 
and then all together in a distributed generation case. Several branches are also modified 
to accommodate the possible rating of the new wind generators placed into the test case, 
seen in Table 8-1. 
 
Table 8-1. New branch ratings for modified 118-bus test case. 
 
From Bus To Bus New Rating (MW) 
4 5 400 
4 11 400 
91 92 400 




Figure 8-1. IEEE 118-bus test case with integrated wind generators seen as blue dots. 
 
The total nameplate capacity of the wind generator simulated is 5% of the 
generation portfolio, which is 406 MW. In the cases where individual generators are 
being simulated, the wind farm is rated at 406 MW. In the distributed generation case, 
812 MW is distributed equally to each location’s wind farm, which represents about 
10% of the generation portfolio. The distributed generation wind case has a higher 
penetration because the power system is able to handle more interment power generation 
when it is spread throughout the system. The wind generators displace existing 
generators in the system rather than adding additional generation capacity. The effect 
that the wind generators have on the power system is that intermediate generators are 
displaced by the wind. Baseload generators are not displaced by renewable energy 
generators because renewable energy delivery is not guaranteed, and there is not enough 
renewable capacity to displace baseload generators. Also, peaking generators typically 
are not displaced by renewable energy generators, unless the load is very high, because 
peaking generators are usually fast ramping, which renewable energy generators cannot 
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consistently provide to the power system. The addition of the wind generators makes 
this renewable energy modified 118-bus test case have different behavior and 
characteristics compared to the original 118-bus test case used in this dissertation. 
The wind data is extracted from the eastern wind integration and transmission 
study (EWITS) database compiled by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [83]. 
The data set provides plant output values for over 1,000 wind farms within the Eastern 
Interconnect in the United States for 2004, 2005, and 2006. Along with the plant output 
values the data set contains day-ahead, six-hour, and four-hour forecasts for each 
respective wind farm. Three wind farms are selected randomly to serve as templates for 
the wind generators simulated in the modified 118-bus test case. First, the wind profiles 
are scaled to their perspective wind farm nameplate capacity to form a template. The 
template and the generating capacity of the simulated wind generators are used to form 
the wind curves seen in Figure 8-2. 
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To dispatch the system, first the SCOPF tool is run to determine setpoints of 
generators using the forecasted wind profiles. 24-hour forecasts are used to schedule the 
system for this initial dispatch. Ideally, this is done with a unit commitment tool. 
Unfortunately, a dispatch tool is not available that is able to incorporate the security 
constraints and the action of PRs on the power system. In place of a unit commitment 
tool, a dispatch algorithm is used to determine generator setpoints during the predicted 
wind scenarios without taking into consideration the on/off state of generators or their 
ramping limitations. Once the day-ahead dispatch of the generators has been determined, 
the slow generators are limited and the fast generators are enabled to quickly change 
their setpoint. For the purpose of this simulation, coal generators are treated as slow 
units and natural gas units as fast units. A SCOPF with the real-time wind capability is 
run, and results are produced. The results are compared to the scheduled generation to 
determine curtailment of the wind due to transmission constraints that cannot be 
alleviated with the limited fast generators available in the real-time. This process is then 
repeated again with PRs inserted into the test case and using the FSCOPF to solve 
during the real-time. After both processes have been completed, results are produced for 
curtailment of wind in the test case with and without PRs present. Comparing the results 
shows how PRs can benefit power system operation when there is renewable energy 
curtailment present. 
For the simulations conducted in this chapter, various branches are evaluated for 
placement of a PR through an exhaustive method. This method places a PR on each 
branch in the power system and varies the rating of the PR to evaluate the cost savings. 
This method does not scale to large scale cases, but optimizing PR placement and rating 
is not within the scope of this dissertation. PRs are placed in locations that exhibit the 
best results in reducing the curtailment of renewable energy. 
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5.2 Renewable Energy Curtailment 
A wind generator can be curtailed due to inadequate transmission capability for 
wind power to reach load centers. The amount of generator output that is curtailed 
represents low-cost power that could be utilized by the power system, but due to 
transmission constraints, the additional wind power cannot be dispatched into the power 
system. The main barriers to transferring additional power are single branches becoming 
congested. Typically, when a single branch becomes congested, there is additional 
transfer capacity in parallel branches. Due to the physics of a power transfer, magnitude 
of the transfer cannot be increased to use the capacity in parallel branches without further 
aggravating the already congested branch.  
5.2.1 Wind Generator at Bus 4 
The real-time wind capability and real-time output, which is limited by the 
transmission system, for the wind generator at bus 4 are seen in Figure 8-3. 
Approximately 8 GWh are curtailed in the 192 hours simulated.  The capacity factor of 
the wind generator for the 192 hours simulated is .34 if all capable wind power is 
dispatched but, due to curtailment, is reduced to .24. This means that only about 2/3 of 
the possible wind energy is being dispatched at bus 4 due to transmission constraints 
during the representative year. 
Curtailment for a wind generator located at bus 4 mainly experiences curtailment 
during the spring and fall seasons of the year. This is due to the ability of the transmission 
system to accommodate transfers from the wind generator at bus 4 during those two 
seasons. During both of these seasons, a transmission constraint appears in the power 
system that limits further production from the wind generator at bus 4. It is interesting to 
note that this location does not experience as much curtailment during the summer and 
winter seasons when stress on the transmission system is high due to increased loading. 
With increased loading, there should be more congestion in the system and thus more 
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curtailment. The congestion created due to a higher level of loading does not coincide 
with the same congestion that the generator experiences to increase its production. 
 
Figure 8-3. Wind generator statistics for bus 4. 
 
5.2.2 Wind Generator at Bus 56 
The real-time wind capability and real-time output, which is limited by the 
transmission system, for the generator at bus 56 are seen in Figure 8-4. Approximately 5 
GWh are curtailed in the 192 hours simulated.  The capacity factor of the wind generator 
for the 192 hours simulated is .34 if all capable wind power is dispatched but, due to 
curtailment, is reduced to .28. This means that only a fraction of possible wind energy is 
being dispatched at bus 4 during the representative year. 
The winter season experiences the most curtailment for a wind generator located 
at bus 56. The location produces a lower amount of wind power when compared to the 
wind generator located at bus 4, which can attribute to the lower amount of wind that is 
curtailed for this location. This location also is more suitable for transferring power 
produced by the wind generator to loads, which can be conveyed by the smaller amounts 
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Figure 8-4. Wind generator statistics for bus 56. 
 
5.2.3 Wind Generator at Bus 91 
The real-time wind capability and real-time output for the generator at bus 91 are 
seen in Figure 8-5. Approximately 5 GWh are curtailed in the 192 hours simulated.  The 
capacity factor of the wind generator for the 192 hours simulated is .27 if all capable 
wind power is dispatched but, due to curtailment, is reduced to .21. This means that only 
a fraction of possible wind energy is being dispatched at bus 91 throughout the 
representative year. 
Curtailment for a wind generator located at bus 91 mainly experiences curtailment 
during the winter season of the year. This is to be expected as winter is one of the seasons 
with a higher loading, and thus more congestion should be present in the system, which 
may further impact curtailment of renewable energy resources. The same effect should be 
seen for the summer season but is not. This could be for a variety of reasons. First, the 
wind production for the summer could be better predicted so the day-ahead dispatch is 
more accurate. Second, the congestion patterns in the winter and summer could be 
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inhibit the wind generator in the same way that winter congestion does, then the seasons 
can produce different results. 
 
Figure 8-5. Wind generator statistics for bus 91. 
 
5.2.4 Distributed Generation 
The real-time wind capability and real-time output for distributed wind generators 
are shown in Figure 8-6. Approximately 12 GWh are curtailed in the 192 hours 
simulated.  The capacity factor of the wind generators for the 192 hours simulated is .32 
if all capable wind power is dispatched but, due to curtailment, is reduced to .24. This 
means that only a fraction of the possible wind energy is being dispatched at bus 4, bus 
56, and bus 91 during the representative year. 
Curtailment for the distributed wind generators is fairly even throughout the year. 
The combination of all of the wind generators evens out the curtailment throughout the 
year. Having more renewable resources scattered throughout the power system is an 
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Figure 8-6. Wind generator statistics for the distributed case. 
 
5.3 Reduction in Renewable Energy Curtailment by Power Routers 
Due to the wind generators being curtailed as a results of transmission constraints, 
PRs have the potential of reducing the curtailment of wind generators by increasing 
transfer capability from wind farms. This reduction to curtailment of renewables serves 
two purposes. The first is to increase the amount of renewable energy dispatched in the 
power system. Most states in the United States have renewable energy portfolio standards 
that they are attempting to meet [84], [85]. Increasing the magnitude of renewables, such 
as the dispatch of wind generation, allows states to more efficiently and reliably hit the 
desired renewable penetrations. The second is to reduce the generator operating cost. 
Renewables are typically lower cost than most generation technologies available to the 
power system. Therefore, the more renewables that are dispatched, the lower the 
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5.3.1 Wind Generator at Bus 4 
One investment option is analyzed for a wind generator at bus 4, seen in Table 8-
2. The PR location and rating is selected after completing an exhaustive search for best 
location. The PR installation is on branch 17-18 and is rated at 9 MW.  
 
Table 8-2. Investment option for a PR with wind generation at bus 4. 
 
 PR Rating on 
Branch 17-18 (MW) 
Base Case 0 
Investment Option #1 9 
 
 
The results for placement of a PR on branch 17-18 and a wind generator at bus 4 
for each season are seen in Table 8-3. During the winter, spring, and fall the PR is only 
acting to save systems costs in dispatching the power system. The PR is acting to use 
lower cost peaking units that are dispatched. During the summer season, the PR is used to 
reduce the curtailment of the wind generator at bus 4 by 39 MWh. Initially this may seem 
insignificant, but when the number is extrapolated for an entire actual summer, the 
curtailment is reduced by 2.6 GWh. That represents 2.6 GWh of wind power that is not 
able to be dispatched into the system before the PR was installed. Depending on the cost 
of the PR installed, a 9 MW investment in a PR may be worth the reduction in 
curtailment that may happen a very small percentage of time during the year. 
 









Winter 0 1400 
Spring 0 300 
Summer 40 2700 
Fall 0 800 
Rep. Year 40 5200 
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5.3.2 Wind Generator at Bus 56 
One investment option is analyzed for a wind generator at bus 56, seen in Table 8-
4. The PR location and rating is selected after completing an exhaustive search for best 
location. The PR installation is on branch 54-56 and rated at 9 MW.  
 
Table 8-4. Investment options for PRs with wind generation at bus 56. 
 
 PR Rating on 
Branch 54-56 (MW)  
Base Case 0 
Investment Option #1 9 
 
The results for a placement of a PR on branch 54-56 for a wind generator located 
on bus 56 are shown for all seasons in Table 8-5. This location reduced curtailment by 
1.7 GWh over the representative year. The PR is operating during 57 hours throughout 
the representative year.  Most of the savings in curtailment and cost come during the 
summer season when loading is the highest and prices are the highest.  
 









Winter 240 5700 
Spring 320 7600 
Summer 740 19700 
Fall 440 11400 
Rep. Year 1740 44400 
 
5.3.3 Wind Generator at Bus 91 
One investment option is analyzed for a wind generator at bus 91, seen in Table 8-
6. The PR location and rating is selected after completing an exhaustive search for best 
location. The PR installation is on branch 11-12 and rated at 9 MW.  
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Table 8-6. Investment options for PR with wind generation at bus 91. 
 
 PR Rating on 
Branch 11-12 (MW) 
Base Case 0 
Investment Option #1 11 
 
The results for a placement of a PR on branch 11-12 for a wind generator located 
on bus 91 are shown for all seasons in Table 8-7. This location for this generator did not 
produce any results that resulted in cost savings due to dispatch not involving the 
reduction in curtailment of wind generators. The PR is operating during 5 hours of the 
summer weekday. This case highlights that when deciding on the installation of a PR for 
reducing curtailment, it may be necessary also to pick a location that allows for the PR to 
be used for something other than reducing the curtailment. This is because the fraction of 
time the PR is being used to curtail the renewable energy is small, and the PR can be 
utilized for other applications or function during the other time. 
 









Winter 0 0 
Spring 0 0 
Summer 40 1600 
Fall 0 0 
Rep. Year 40 1600 
 
5.3.4 Distributed Generation 
One investment option is analyzed for the case with distributed wind, seen in 
Table 8-8. The PR location and rating is selected after completing an exhaustive search 




Table 8-8. Investment options for PRs with distributed wind generation. 
 
 PR Rating on 
Branch 65-68 (MW) 
Base Case 0 
Investment Option #1 25 
 
The results for a placement of a PR on branch 65-68 for the distributed wind 
generators are shown for all seasons in Table 8-9. This location reduced curtailed wind 
generation by 586 MWh and reduced the operating cost by $17,200 over the 
representative year. The PR is in use during 70 hours of the representative year. The 
distributed generation wind generation results improved on the results of all of the other 
locations except for the wind generator located on bus 56. This has to do with the wind 
generator at bus 56 performing the best, and because the distributed generator case placed 
a smaller generator at that location, the results are not as ideal as if all of the wind 
capabilities are on bus 56. 
 









Winter 200 6200 
Spring 20 500 
Summer 330 10000 
Fall 30 500 
Rep. Year 580 17200 
 
5.4 Summary of Results 
Results show that PRs can reduce curtailment of renewable energy generators and 
lead to a general cost savings by adjusting the day-ahead dispatch during real-time. The 
results of various locations simulated show that curtailment of renewables is decreased, 
which can lead to increased cost savings. An unexpected result is how much the 
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flexibility enabled by PRs reduces the operating cost from the day-ahead dispatch to real-
time There are several seasons simulated where curtailment is not reduced, but cost 
savings are still present. This happens because the dispatch of the fast generators occurs 
in real-time and is optimized by PRs. This shows how important optimization of the fast 
generators in real-time is to reducing the operating cost of the power system. 
Using PRs for applications such as wind curtailment can be beneficial for the goal 
of the application, reducing curtailment, but can lead to a significant amount of time in 
which the PR is not being used. This can be beneficial if other applications are found that 
allow the PR to perform multiple applications at the same time, which increases its usage. 
An application like this, where the PR operates during a small percentage of the time, 
may be a good application to introduce PRs to power system operators. They can become 
more familiar with the technology and use it as a dispatch tool to reduce general 
congestion in real-time. Depending on the cost of the PR technology and the payback 
mechanism, reducing the curtailment of renewable energy is a cost-effective application 




MERCHANT POWER ROUTING FRAMEWORK 
 
The benefit of power routers (PR) is evident to the power system from the 
previous chapters. Although their benefit may be clear, it is uncertain how PR investment 
is supported in deregulated electricity markets. In regulated markets, it is clear who 
invests in PRs. The regulated utility has control of the entire power system, so investment 
is their responsibility, and they see direct savings. In deregulated markets, there is not a 
direct and comprehensive savings mechanism because there are many more participants. 
Therefore, PR investment in deregulated markets is more complex. Savings and losses 
produced by the PR are distributed to various market participants through changing 
locational marginal prices (LMP) and a reduction in generation cost.  
Building transmission lines encounters the same problem faced by potential PR 
investors in that their construction impacts market participants, and the payback 
mechanism is not clear to transmission line investors. Transmission lines have developed 
a mechanism for investment called merchant transmission. Merchant transmission is an 
established framework by which independent parties can invest in the construction of 
transmission lines in the power system. A similar model for PRs, called merchant power 
routing, could be used to incentivize PR investment. Merchant power routing allows for 
independent parties to invest into the transmission system using PRs. 
The goal of a merchant power routing framework is to support PR investment in 
the power system. Along with providing a revenue mechanism, merchant power routing 
should also be aligned to the power system operator’s goals, which are secure, reliable, 
and low-cost operation of the power system. 
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First, this chapter reviews the concept of merchant transmission to provide 
background on the concept. Next, the savings enabled by the PR is grouped by major 
interest holders within the power system, which includes the independent system 
operator, load serving entities, and generators. Then, a merchant PR framework is 
discussed which uses concepts from merchant transmission. Finally, barriers to 
implementation of a merchant power routing framework are identified. 
6.1 Merchant Transmission 
In a deregulated market, transmission line owners relinquish control of 
transmission lines to the independent system operator (ISO). It is essential for the ISO to 
control all transmission lines to ensure security and reliability of the power system. As 
such, power flows are determined based on a system objective or goal. Transmission 
owners cannot fairly be compensated solely on the amount of power flowing through 
their assets. A transmission line may have power dispatched across it at one hour and not 
at another hour. This creates a problem in that transmission owners may not have flow 
through their transmission line, while if they had control, they could have scheduled 
transfers that load their line and provide compensation. Thus, charging a rate for power 
flow across a line for a transmission owner is unfair because it is out of the control of 
transmission owners. Even when a transmission line does not carry a flow, it is possible 
that the transmission line is still providing a service to the power system. For example, 
during post-contingency situations a transmission line might not carry a flow during the 
pre-contingency timeframe but, during the post-contingency timeframe, carries a power 
flow to ensure reliability for the power system. 
Merchant transmission has been an applied concept since the 1990s [86], [87]. 
The purpose of merchant transmission is to spur the investment in the transmission 
domain when markets became deregulated. Transmission investment dropped 
dramatically after deregulation because the revenue mechanism for transmission owners 
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became less lucrative. Typically, existing transmission owners were paid a tariff 
compensation for coordinated use of their transmission assets. The merchant transmission 
model was created to incentivize new transmission owners by promising the transmission 
owners receive a portion of the congestion rent across the constructed line [88]. 
























Figure 10-1. Supply and demand curve illustrating the merchant transmission concept 
[88]. 
 
For this example, there is a north control area transferring power to a south 
control area. When no congestion is present on the branch, the supply for the north 
balances the demand in the south and results in equilibrium at K . When congestion is 
present on the branch, K represents the size of the transfer from north to south. The price 
in the south increases to PS due to higher cost generators having to satisfy the demand 
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present in the south. The price in the north decreases to PN due to lower cost generators 
having lower production and thus a lower price. This creates two areas of importance, the 
congestion cost and the congestion rent. The congestion cost represents the increased cost 
of running higher cost generators in the south to satisfy the south’s demand. The 
congestion rent is the difference between the price paid for demand in the south and the 
price paid for generation in the north based on LMP prices in each respective control 
area. A is the interception between the PS and the south’s net demand curve. C is the 
interception between the PN and the north’s net supply curve. B is the interception 
between the south’s net demand curve and the north’s net supply curve and represents 
equilibrium at no congestion. 
If a new transmission owner invests in increasing the transfer capability between 
the north and south to K + δK, PS and PN change accordingly. This action serves to 
decrease the congestion cost and change the congestion rent. The change to congestion 
rent is not of concern because congestion rent is distributed to investors through financial 
mechanisms. There is a real cost savings to the power system, and merchant transmission 
serves to give that cost savings to transmission investors. The reduction in congestion 
cost is given to transmission owners who invested under a merchant transmission 
agreement with the power system operator. 
Merchant transmission has been criticized for its lack of incentive for 
transmission lines to be built [89]. Also merchant transmission does not provide incentive 
for existing transmission lines to maintain transmission assets. There is potential for 
incentive to be provided by re-conductoring. Another issues with merchant transmission 
is that it is unclear as to how long a transmission owner has rights to the generator cost 
savings. Another aspect is that if the generator portfolio changes such that the congestion 
cost component changes, there may not be adequate financial resources to pay 
transmission investors the agreed upon amount. 
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6.2 Savings Enabled by Power Routers 
Chapter 4 detailed the savings enabled by PRs but this section details how those 
savings translate to different players in a power system market. The focus is on 
deregulated electricity markets because regulated markets only have one entity, the 
vertical utility. One entity makes it clear who should invest because the vertical utility 
directly saves from the investment of the PR through a reduction in operating cost. The 
reduction in operating cost increases the profit of the vertical utility directly. In a 
regulated electricity market there are many individuals that primarily fall into the 
category of independent system operator, load serving entity, or generator. There are 
other participants in electricity markets, but these are the main parties. 
6.2.1 Independent System Operator 
The ISO is concerned with maintaining security, reliability, and low cost of the 
power system. PRs contribute to achieving all 3 goals. Increased security and reliability is 
obtained by increasing flexibility of transmission infrastructure during the post-
contingency timeframe. These goals cannot be quantified, but the simulations conducted 
are N-1 secure with and without the PR. Therefore, the security with the PRs in the 
system is maintained if traditional power system security metrics such as the AMWCO 
are used [90]. Cost savings are realized by enabling lower cost generators to be 
dispatched in the system, which leads to a lower system operating cost. The ISO itself is 
not directly impacted by the lowering of the operating cost, but they are charged with 
operating the market in a fair manner. The lowering of cost represents a more fair market 
because more low-cost generation that is already present in the system can be dispatched. 
6.2.2 Load Serving Entity 
Costs for load serving entities (LSE) are driven up by high localized LMPs. As 
seen in Chapter 4, this relates to congestion preventing otherwise lower-cost power from 
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reaching the local bus of the load serving entity. PR impact on LSEs can be positive or 
negative. When PRs act to allow for more low-cost power to reach LSEs, the load LMPs 
decrease, and thus their cost decreases. In some cases, LSEs experience heightened LMPs 
due to the higher production cost of low-cost generators. Typically, when all LSEs are 
aggregated across the power system, the magnitude of cost savings overcomes the 
magnitude of increased costs to some LSEs. Impact on the LSE requires analysis to be 
conducted, such as in Chapter 4, to determine which LSEs benefit from PRs and which 
LSEs are negatively impacted. 
6.2.3 Generator 
It is difficult to generalize the impact of PRs on generators due to an issue of 
fairness and how fairness can be defined. When a PR is installed into the power system, 
the aggregated generator cost of the power system either decreases or stays the same. 
This is good for low-cost generators because there is more flexibility in the power system 
to accommodate low-cost generation throughout the power system. This is bad for high-
cost generators which are displaced by lower-cost generation. Depending on how 
individual generators’ setpoints change, this can further impact individual generator’s 
revenue. The main driving factor in determining generator revenue changes is LMP. If 
the LMP at the local generator bus increases, the revenue of the generator is likely to 
increase as long as the setpoint does not decrease significantly. If the LMP at the local 
generator bus decreases, the revenue of the generator is likely to decrease as long as the 
setpoint does not increase significantly. Finally, generator profit is the difference between 
generator revenue and generator cost, which is influenced depending on how both 
quantities change. For competitive markets, this behavior is ideal; lower cost, well-
positioned generators are dispatched, whereas high cost generators are not. This 
encourages more low cost generation to be built. 
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6.3 Merchant Power Routing 
6.3.1 Payback Mechanisms 
As shown in the last section, there are real savings enabled by PRs to various 
market participants. A payback mechanism is needed that fairly compensates PR 
investors for the savings they enable to all participants in the power system. Without a 
payback mechanism to incentivize PR investors, it is unlikely that PR penetrations will 
increase due to the payback uncertainty of the devices. 
A payback mechanism likely has to be enabled by the ISO for various reasons. 
First, interacting with each individual on a one-on-one basis is too burdensome for the PR 
investor, and they have no authority with power system participants. An agreement or 
mechanism that is enforceable and supported by the ISO is needed for the PR investor to 
be properly compensated. Second, ISOs likely will control PRs in a similar fashion that 
they control transmission lines to ensure market fairness and system reliability. Because 
ISOs assume control, PR owners need to be compensated for the service that their 
investment brings to the power system operator. If PRs are not directly controlled by the 
ISO, the ISO needs to incentivize PRs to act according to the ISO’s goals of system 
reliability and market fairness.  
Ideally, a merchant power routing framework rewards PR owners based on how 
much power is being rerouted and the cost savings to the market due to that power being 
rerouted by a specific PR. Calculation and definition of the cost savings to the market 
similar to the analysis in this dissertation is needed for a merchant PR framework to 
operate.  
6.3.2 Barriers to Merchant Power Routing 
Although PRs bring benefit to the power system, barriers exist that impede PRs 
from being deployed in power systems. Principally, an arrangement must be made 
between the PR owner and the transmission line owner. Having a PR on a transmission 
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line changes the revenue mechanism of the transmission line. In fact, installing a PR on 
the transmission line negatively impacts the revenue mechanism of the transmission line 
because the PR works to alleviate congestion and decrease the LMP difference across the 
branch. Merchant power routing must interfere as little as possible with existing merchant 
transmission and transmission revenue mechanisms. Second, a mechanism that is focused 
on the difference of the LMPs across the transmission line does not work for PRs because 
a PR can always be used to increase the difference of LMPs across a transmission line 
and used to game markets. Market fairness needs to properly be addressed before PRs are 




CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
 
7.1 Contributions 
7.1.1 Flexible Security Constrained Optimal Power Flow 
The flexible security constrained optimal power flow (FSCOPF) is an extension 
of the security constrained optimal power algorithm. The FSCOPF integrates PR 
operation into the pre-contingency and post-contingency timeframes of the algorithm. To 
facilitate development of the FSCOPF, PR sensitives also were developed. The FSCOPF 
enables analysis of the impact of PRs on real-time electricity markets. 
7.1.2 Power Router Impact on Real-Time Dispatch 
Using the FSCOPF algorithm, analysis of the impact of PRs on market 
participants was conducted. Specifically, results focused on the impact of load serving 
entities and generators, the two most important participants in electricity markets. These 
results were then used to facilitate discussion on how PRs should be compensated for 
their operation under a merchant power routing framework. 
7.1.3 Curtailment Reduction Using Power Routers 
Curtailment reduction was a specific application of PRs that is not directly related 
to market operation. The purpose of this application was to facilitate higher penetrations 
of renewable energies by reducing curtailment through alleviating real-time congestion. 
The reduction of curtailment led to more renewable energy being dispatched in the power 
system and lower operating cost.  
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7.1.4 Merchant Power Routing Framework 
The merchant power routing framework is a start on how PRs will be 
compensated for their operation in the power system. The framework was described, 
possible payback mechanisms for PRs were discussed, and barriers were identified that 
will prevent PR investment into the power system. 
7.2 Conclusions 
This dissertation analyzed the impact PRs have on electricity markets. Results 
showed that loads typically benefit from the deployment of PRs by allowing for more 
low-cost power to be dispatched, which will drive down LMPs at most load buses. The 
impact on generators is more complex due to the PR impacting generator cost and 
generator revenue differently. The total generator cost for the system always decreased 
with the integration of PRs, but that typically meant lower-cost generators were 
dispatched rather than high-cost generators. Because low-cost generators usually make 
less revenue than high cost generators, the total revenue for generators decreased. 
Along with market impact, the benefit of PRs was explored in terms of renewable 
energy penetrations. PRs act to reduce the curtailment of renewable energy. This 
reduction in curtailment is caused by additional flexibility in transmission constraints. 
The PR introduced this flexibility, which is not present in existing constraints due to the 
slow nature of some generators to change in response to renewable energy production. 
This benefit will grow as a higher magnitude of renewable energy used in the power 
system. 
Finally, this work used the results obtained to discuss how PRs will be 
compensated for their use in the power system. Investment mechanisms will prove to be 
important if PRs are to be deployed throughout the power system. This dissertation has 
shown the benefits that PRs will have on both power system participants, individually, 
and how the entire power system will benefit overall. 
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7.3 Future Work 
In this dissertation, I have explored the impact of power routers on electricity 
markets. There still remains future work related to power routers’ impacts. Potential 
future work can be separated into three different sections. First, future work could focus 
on the extension of the FSCOPF algorithm to include an ability to simulate larger systems 
and incorporate AC power flow quantities.  Second, future research could focus on 
comparing the advantages and disadvantages of power routers and HVDC transmission 
lines.  Finally, potential future work could create a power router placement algorithm, 
which could use the sensitivities derived in this dissertation work to optimize both the 
placement and sizing of power routers in order to maximize their market impact 
7.3.1 FSCOPF Extension 
The FSCOPF needs to be extended in two main ways before it can be used in real 
power system dispatch. The first is that the FSCOPF must be extended to incorporate AC 
quantities into the dispatch. This includes voltage magnitude constraints and MVA flow 
constraints. The second extension relates to the optimization of the code and its ability to 
execute faster. 
Currently, the FSCOPF does not incorporate voltage magnitude constraints. To 
include these constraints, the optimization algorithm needs to change or the voltage 
magnitude sensitivities need to be added to the optimization problem. The impact of 
generator setpoints on voltage magnitude is highly nonlinear. Different optimization 
algorithms will be able to handle this nonlinearity to a better degree than the current 
optimization algorithm, linear programming. Otherwise, voltage magnitude sensitivities 
can be incorporated into the current linear programming optimization, but additional code 
will need to be added to ensure accuracy and stability of the optimization problem. 
The FSCOPF is coded in MATLAB using interfaces to PowerWorld and 
MOSEK. To enable this algorithm to execute faster, it is likely that all the code will need 
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to be integrated into one platform to ensure data exchange happens more efficiently. 
Another aspect to optimize is the calculations of the sensitivities throughout the 
sequential optimization problem. 
7.3.2 HVDC Comparison 
Power routers act to relieve congestion in the power system by rerouting power 
flows through parallel branches. High-Voltage DC transmission lines also impact the 
power flows in the system by directing flows through the HVDC transmission line. An 
interesting case study would be to weigh the advantages with the costs of each 
technology to determine under which circumstances each has advantages or 
disadvantages. Specifically, the center of the US is considering building HVDC 
transmission lines to alleviate congestion caused by renewable wind. It would be 
interesting to study how power routers can impact the congestion that the HVDC lines are 
meant to address. 
7.3.3 Power Router Placement Algorithm 
Power router placement already has an existing body of literature. Unfortunately, 
as mentioned in Chapter 2, the metrics used to optimize power router placement do not 
directly coincide with their impact on the markets. I believe that the sensitivities that I 
derived can be used in tandem with the knowledge that was obtained by observing the 
impact of PRs on the marginal costs of the optimization problem to create a power route 
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